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CHOOSING AN INVESTMENT

When deciding whether to invest, consider carefully the 
answers to the following questions that can be found 
on the pages noted below:  PAGE

What sort of investment is this? 27

Who is involved in providing it for me? 33

How much do I pay? 35

What are the charges? 36

What returns will I get? 36

What are my risks? 41

Can the investment be altered? 50

How do I cash in my investment? 50

Who do I contact with enquiries about 
my investment? 50

Is there anyone to whom I can complain
if I have problems with the investment? 51

What other information can I obtain
about this investment? 51

In addition to the information set out in this document, 
important information can be found in the current 
registered prospectus for the investment. You are entitled 
to a copy of the prospectus on request.1

CHOOSING AN INVESTMENT ADVISER

You have the right to request from any investment 
adviser a written disclosure statement stating his or her 
experience and qualifi cations to give advice. 

That document will tell you -
• Whether the adviser gives advice only about particular 

types of investments; and
• Whether the advice is limited to the investments offered 

by 1 or more particular fi nancial organisations; and
• Whether the adviser will receive a commission or 

other benefi t from advising you.

You are strongly encouraged to request that statement. An 
investment adviser commits an offence if he or she does not 
provide a written disclosure statement within 5 working days 
of your request. You must make the request at the time the 
advice is given or within 1 month of receiving the advice. 

In addition -
• If an investment adviser has any conviction for 

dishonesty or has been adjudged bankrupt, he or she 
must tell you this in writing; and

• If an investment adviser receives any money or assets 
on your behalf, he or she must tell you in writing the 
methods employed for this purpose.

Tell the adviser what the purpose of your investment is. 
This is important because different investments are 
suitable for different purposes.

SELLING RESTRICTIONS

This Investment Statement does not constitute an offer 
of Saleable Index Linked Securities (“Credit SaILS”) in 
any jurisdiction other than New Zealand. No action has 
been or will be taken by the Issuer which would permit 
a public offering of the Credit SaILS, or possession or 
distribution of any offering material, in any country or 
jurisdiction (other than New Zealand) where action for 
that purpose is required. No invitation, whether directly 
or indirectly, may be made to the public in the Cayman 
Islands to subscribe for the Credit SaILS, and the Credit 
SaILS may not be offered or sold or purchased or held by 
persons resident in Jersey, Channel Islands for income tax 
purposes. No person may purchase, offer, sell, distribute 
or deliver any Credit SaILS, or have in its possession, 
or distribute to any person, any offering material 
(including this Investment Statement) or any documents 
in connection therewith, in any jurisdiction other than in 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. The 
responsibility for any consent, approval or permission 
required by any person for the subscription, offer, sale 
or delivery by such person of the Credit SaILS under the 
applicable laws and regulations in force in any jurisdiction 
(including New Zealand) to which such person is subject 
or in which such person makes any subscriptions, offer, 
sale or delivery is that of such person. Subject to the 
foregoing and to compliance with any applicable laws 
and regulations, any person wherever resident or located 
may subscribe for Credit SaILS.

The Credit SaILS have not been registered under the US 
Securities Act of 1933 (“US Securities Act”) and may not be 
offered or sold in the United States or to US persons unless 
the Credit SaILS are registered under the US Securities Act 
or an exemption from the registration requirements of the 
US Securities Act is available. Any purchaser of the Credit 
SaILS that is a “distributor”, “dealer” or “person receiving 
a selling concession, fee or other remuneration” within 
the meaning of Regulation S under the US Securities Act 
may not, until the expiration of the “40-day distribution 
compliance period” under Regulation S, make any offer or 
sale of the securities within the United States or to or for 
the account or benefi t of a US person within the meaning 
of Regulation S (other than a distributor).

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

1  This is the wording required under Schedule 3D to the Securities Regulations 1983 which anticipates a separate investment statement and 
prospectus. For this offer of Credit SaILS, the investment statement and prospectus are combined into one document (the “Offer Document”), and 
accordingly the Offer Document is the document available on request.

(The information in this section is required under the Securities Act 1978)

Investment decisions are very important. They often have long-term consequences. Read all documents carefully. 
Ask questions. Seek professional advice before committing yourself.
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OFFER TIMETABLE

Opening Date: Friday, 12 May 2006

Closing Date: 5.00pm Friday, 9 June 2006

Issue Date: Thursday, 15 June 2006

Expected date of initial quotation of Credit SaILS 
and commencement of trading on the NZDX 
Market:

Monday, 19 June 2006

First interest payment: 22 September 2006

Subsequent Interest Payment Dates: Each of 22 March, 22 June, 22 September and 
22 December, in each year during the term of the 
Credit SaILS, and the Maturity Date

Scheduled Maturity Date: 22 December 2012

The Opening Date, the Closing Date, the Issue Date and expected dates of quotation and commencement of trading are 
indicative only and may change. The Issuer (in consultation with the Lead Manager and the Underwriter) may close 
the Offer early or extend the Closing Date without notice. Potential investors who wish to apply for Credit SaILS are 
encouraged to apply as soon as possible. Investors will receive interest at the Offi cial Cash Rate on their application 
monies from the date they are banked by the Registrar (on behalf of the Issuer) up to (but excluding) the Issue Date. 

APPLYING FOR CREDIT SaILS 

Issue Price $1.00 per Credit SaILS

Minimum investment $5,000. Investments above this amount must be in 
multiples of $1,000

How to apply See Section 5 and the Application Form for 
instructions on how to apply for Credit SaILS

Applications must be lodged with the Issuer, care of the Registrar, before 5.00pm on the Closing Date. Alternatively, 
applications may be lodged with an NZX Firm or through the Organising Participant (being also the Lead Manager, at 
its place of business listed in the Directory on the inside back cover), or through any other channel approved by NZX, 
in time for such applications to be received by the Registrar prior to 5.00pm on the Closing Date. 

THE INVESTMENT STATEMENT

This Investment Statement describes the terms of the Credit SaILS and the risks associated with investing in Credit 
SaILS. You should read this document in full before deciding whether to apply for Credit SaILS. 

This Investment Statement cannot take into account your individual investment objectives, fi nancial circumstances 
and needs. We recommend you consult a fi nancial adviser, broker, accountant or other professional adviser before 
applying. 

CONTACT INFORMATION

If you have any further questions about the Offer, please call the Lead Manager on the information line on 0800 367 
227 (Monday to Friday, 9.00am to 5.00pm). 

 

KEY OFFER AND APPLICATION INFORMATION
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SUMMARY OF 
CREDIT SaILS

The issuer of Credit SaILS (CSL) 
enters into two transactions on the 
Issue Date:

• CSL will invest the proceeds 
of the issue of Credit SaILS 
in 6.5 year Momentum Notes, 
which are expected to be rated 
AA by S&P (see page 28). The 
Momentum Notes serve as 
Collateral and provide for the 
repayment of the principal of the 
Credit SaILS upon maturity or 
early redemption.

• CSL will also enter into a fi nancial 
arrangement with CALYON (the 
“Total Return Swap”). Under 
the Total Return Swap, CSL will 
receive interest payments of 
8.5% per annum plus a potential 
Redemption Premium on the 
maturity of the Credit SaILS 
refl ecting the performance of 
the Credit Strategy (see below) 
in exchange for the income from 
the Momentum Notes. Interest 
payments may be suspended in 
certain circumstances (see page 
44) and the Redemption Premium 
may not be payable on maturity. 
As at the date of this Investment 
Statement, it is not possible to 
estimate the exact amount of 
return Noteholders will receive. It 
may be more or less than 8.5% 
per annum. Investors should refer 
to Section 3.6 (“What are my 
risks?”) for further information 
on other factors that could affect 
the returns on the Credit SaILS.

The Credit Strategy is a global 
credit exposure to two international 
indices, one comprised of 125 
European corporate and other 
entities and the other comprised 
of 125 North American corporate 
and other entities. The size of the 
Credit Strategy is variable, and will 
increase during favourable market 
conditions and reduce during 
adverse market conditions.

Credit SaILS (Saleable 
Index Linked Securities) 
are secured fi xed interest 
debt securities, structured to 
provide Noteholders with:

ENHANCED YIELD

Credit SaILS are designed to provide 
investors with an enhanced yield 
from fi xed quarterly interest 
payments of 8.5% per annum for the 
term of the securities and a potential 
Redemption Premium on the 
maturity of the Credit SaILS. Interest 
payments may be suspended in 
certain circumstances (see page 44) 
and the Redemption Premium may 
not be payable on maturity. As at the 
date of this Investment Statement, it 
is not possible to estimate the exact 
amount of return Noteholders will 
receive.  It may be more or less than 
8.5% per annum. Investors should 
refer to Section 3.6 (“What are my 
risks?”) for further information on 
factors that could affect the returns 
on the Credit SaILS.

As at the date of this Investment 
Statement, it is not possible to 
estimate the exact amount of return 
Noteholders will receive. Simulations 
run by the Arranger produced an 
average annualised return over the 
term of the Credit SaILS (as represented 
by the Internal Rate of Return 
(“IRR”)) for a Noteholder in excess 
of 10% per annum (calculated using 
historical information), as at the date 
of this Investment Statement2. Actual 
returns may be more or less than the 
simulated outcome. Investors should 
refer to Section 3.5 (“What returns 
will I get?”) for a description of the 
IRR calculation and the assumptions 
on which the IRR calculation is 
based. Investors should also refer to 
Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”) 
for further information on factors 
that could affect the returns on the 
Credit SaILS.

4
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QUARTERLY INCOME

Following the fi rst interest payment 
on 22 September 2006, equal interest 
payments will be made quarterly 
in arrears on each of 22 March, 22 
June, 22 September and 22 December 
(each, an “Interest Payment Date”) 
in each year during the term of the 
Credit SaILS, and on the Scheduled 
Maturity Date (unless the Maturity 
Date is an earlier date in accordance 
with the early redemption provisions, 
there is an extension of the Maturity 
Date or the payment of interest to 
Noteholders is suspended during the 
term of the Credit SaILS in certain 
circumstances. See Section 3.6 (“What 
are my risks?”)). 

INDEPENDENTLY 
AApNRi (RATED AS 
TO PRINCIPAL ONLY) 
INVESTMENT

Credit SaILS are expected to be 
assigned an independent Investment 
Grade rating of AApNRi (rated as to 
principal only) from global rating 
agency Standard & Poor’s, a division 
of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. 
(“S&P”). Further information on 
S&P can be found on their website: 
www.standardandpoors.com. 

5

COLLATERAL

Proceeds from the issue of the 
Credit SaILS will be used to 
purchase a corresponding amount 
of Momentum Notes, which are 
expected to be rated AA by S&P and 
provide AA rated collateral for the 
repayment of the Credit SaILS.

PERFORMANCE 
LINKED TO QUALITY 
INVESTMENT GRADE 
ENTITIES

The investment returns on Credit SaILS 
are linked to the credit performance of two 
indices comprising the Credit Portfolio 
(the “Indices”), (as described in Section 
2.3 (“The Credit Strategy”)). The 
Indices are comprised of well-known 
international corporate and other 
entities, all with either Investment 
Grade credit ratings, or with senior 
unsecured debt that was rated 
Investment Grade, from S&P or 
Moody’s as at 20 March 2006. 

DIVERSIFICATION

Each of the Indices comprising 
the Credit Portfolio includes 
125 international corporate and 
other entities. The Credit Portfolio is 
well diversifi ed across 15 countries 
and over 30 industry sectors. Each 
Index Entity in its respective Index 
is assigned an equal exposure of 
0.80%. 

NEW ZEALAND 
DOLLAR 
DENOMINATED

All payments on the Credit SaILS 
are denominated in New Zealand 
Dollars. 

2  This expectation is based on simulations run by CALYON as Arranger and does not indicate a fi xed total return. CALYON has confi rmed that it 
has given and has not withdrawn its consent to the distribution of this Investment Statement with the simulation results included in the form and 
context in which each of them is included. CALYON is not (and does not intend to be) a director, offi cer or employee of the Issuer. CALYON’s only 
relationship to the Issuer in respect of the simulations was as an expert adviser and it has not acted as an expert adviser for any other purpose.  
CALYON is acting as the Arranger in respect of the Offer and the Swap Counterparty and the Calculation Agent under the Total Return Swap.  
These and other roles are described in more detail on page 48. The Promoter is also part of the wider CALYON group of companies.

NO ENTRY FEES

You pay no entry fees. 

LISTING 

Application has been made to 
New Zealand Exchange Limited 
(“NZX”) for permission to list the 
Credit SaILS and all the requirements 
of NZX relating thereto that can be 
complied with on or before the date 
of this Investment Statement have 
been duly complied with. However, 
NZX accepts no responsibility for 
any statement in this Investment 
Statement. 

UNDERWRITING

The Offer of Credit SaILS is being 
underwritten up to an aggregate 
amount of $65 million by 
Forsyth Barr Group Limited (the 
“Underwriter”). 

A fuller description of the Offer is 
set out in Section 3. There are risks 
that investors should understand 
before deciding to invest, which 
are discussed in Section 3.6 (“What 
are my risks?”). If any of the events 
identifi ed in Section 3.6 (“What are 
my risks?”) occur, it may affect the 
value of the Credit SaILS and your 
expected returns.
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CREDIT SaIL LIMITED – the Issuer of 
Credit SaILS
The Issuer of Credit SaILS is Credit Sail Limited (the 
“Issuer”), which is a company incorporated in the 
Cayman Islands, whose registered offi ce is located in 
George Town, Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands. 

Maples Finance Limited (“MFL”), as trustee of a charitable 
trust, is the sole shareholder of the Issuer. In accordance 
with the disclaimer below, MFL does not guarantee any 
of the Issuer’s obligations in respect of the Credit SaILS. 

CALYON HONG KONG LIMITED – the Promoter 
Calyon Hong Kong Limited is the Promoter of the Offer 
(“Calyon Hong Kong”). Calyon Hong Kong is a company 
incorporated in Hong Kong in 1989. The principal 
shareholder of Calyon Hong Kong is Indosuez Finance 
Hong Kong Limited, and the nature of its business is 
investments. Calyon Hong Kong Limited is part of 
the wider CALYON group of companies. CALYON is a 
subsidiary of Crédit Agricole SA.3

FORSYTH BARR LIMITED – the Lead Manager 
and Organising Participant
Forsyth Barr Limited (“Forsyth Barr”, the “Lead Manager” 
or the “Organising Participant”) is the Lead Manager and 
Organising Participant for the Offer. 

Forsyth Barr has been operating in New Zealand since 
1936 and is one of New Zealand’s leading investment 
advisory, sharebroking and investment banking fi rms. 

FORSYTH BARR GROUP LIMITED – the 
Underwriter
Forsyth Barr Group Limited (“Forsyth Barr Group”, 
or the “Underwriter”) is the Underwriter of the Offer. 
Forsyth Barr Group is a company incorporated in 
New Zealand. 

NEW ZEALAND PERMANENT TRUSTEES 
LIMITED – the Security Trustee
New Zealand Permanent Trustees Limited 
(“New Zealand Permanent Trustees” or the “Security 
Trustee”) is the trustee for, inter alia, Noteholders and is 
empowered to enforce Noteholders’ rights as holders of 
Credit SaILS under the Master Security Trust Deed (the 
“Trust Deed”). 

LINK MARKET SERVICES LIMITED – 
the Registrar and Paying Agent
Link Market Services Limited (“Link Market Services” or 
the “Registrar”) is the registrar and paying agent for the 
Credit SaILS. It is a leading provider of securities registry 
services in New Zealand. 

CALYON – the Swap Counterparty and the 
Calculation Agent
CALYON (formerly Crédit Agricole Indosuez) is a limited 
liability company incorporated in France as a “société 
anonyme”, registered at the Registre du Commerce et 
des Société Nanterre under the reference SIREN 304 187 
701. CALYON has two main areas of business, Corporate 
Finance and Investment Banking (including Capital 
Markets). Further information on CALYON is available 
on its website: www.calyon.com. 

MAPLES FINANCE JERSEY LIMITED – 
the Administrator
Maples Finance Jersey Limited (“MFJL” or the 
“Administrator”) is a licensed trust company in Jersey, 
Channel Islands. MFJL provides management and 
administration services to Cayman Islands and Jersey 
companies, and provides a comprehensive service 
offering expert management, control and administration 
of special purpose vehicles and is responsible for 
providing certain corporate administration services to 
the Issuer for the term of the Credit SaILS.

PARTIES INVOLVED WITH 
THE OFFER OF CREDIT SaILS

3  More detail on CALYON and Crédit Agricole SA is set out on pages 24-25.
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DISCLAIMER OF RESPONSIBILITY

None of Forsyth Barr, Forsyth Barr Group, S&P, 
New Zealand Permanent Trustees, Link Market Services, 
CALYON, Calyon Hong Kong, MFL or MFJL guarantee 
the repayment of the Principal Amount of the Credit 
SaILS offered, or the payment of interest, or any other 
amounts which are payable in respect of the Credit SaILS 
or the obligations of the Issuer in respect of the Credit 
SaILS to the Noteholders or any other person. 

None of Forsyth Barr, Forsyth Barr Group, S&P, 
New Zealand Permanent Trustees, Link Market Services, 
CALYON, MFL or MFJL: 

a) makes any representation or warranty (express or 
implied) as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information contained in this Investment Statement 
and is not obliged to update any such information 
or to notify any person should such information 
cease to be correct after the date of this Investment 
Statement; or 

b) recommends that any person subscribe for 
Credit SaILS. 

To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of 
Forsyth Barr, Forsyth Barr Group, S&P, New Zealand 
Permanent Trustees, Link Market Services, CALYON, MFL 
or MFJL accepts any liability whatsoever for any loss 
arising from this Investment Statement or its contents or 
otherwise in connection with the offer of, or investment 
in, Credit SaILS. 

Credit Sail Limited is the Issuer of the Credit SaILS and 
Calyon Hong Kong is the Promoter of the Offer. 

None of Forsyth Barr, Forsyth Barr Group, S&P, New 
Zealand Permanent Trustees, Link Market Services, 
CALYON, Calyon Hong Kong, MFL or MFJL is intended 
to be (and in no circumstances will be) the “issuer” of 
the Credit SaILS for the purposes of (and as that term 
is defi ned in) the Securities Act 1978 and Securities 
Regulations 1983. 

The rating assigned to the principal repayment of the 
Credit SaILS is based on current information furnished 
to S&P by or on behalf of the Issuer or obtained by S&P 
from other sources it considers reliable. Any rating may be 
changed, suspended or withdrawn at any time as a result 
of changes in, or unavailability of, such information, or 
based on other circumstances. The principal only rating 
assigned to the Credit SaILS is not a recommendation 
to buy, hold or sell the Credit SaILS in as much as it 
does not comment as to market price or suitability for 
a particular investor. Apart from this disclaimer and the 
disclaimer on page 17, S&P has not been involved in 
the preparation of this Investment Statement. In this 
Investment Statement, every reference to a credit rating 
should be read together with this disclaimer. 

Investors’ attention is drawn to the limited recourse 
nature of this investment. The Issuer is only obliged to 
make payments of principal and interest to Noteholders 
in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Credit 
SaILS as described in this Investment Statement. Claims 
of Noteholders are limited in recourse to, and secured by, 
the Secured Property which is charged to the Security 
Trustee (New Zealand Permanent Trustees) pursuant to 
the Deed of Charge and Assignment, as security for the 
Issuer’s obligations under the Credit SaILS. 
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1. OVERVIEW OF THE INVESTMENT
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THE OFFER 

The offer is for a maximum of $100 million of Credit 
SaILS. As at the date of this Investment Statement, it 
is not possible to estimate the exact amount of return 
Noteholders will receive. Simulations run by the 
Arranger produced an average annualised return (as 
represented by the Internal Rate of Return (“IRR”)) over 
the term of the Credit SaILS in excess of 10% per annum 
(calculated using historical information), as at the date of 
this Investment Statement4. Actual returns may be more 
or less than the simulated outcome. Investors should 
refer to Section 3.5 (“What returns will I get?”) for a 
description of the IRR calculation and the assumptions 
on which the IRR calculation is based. Investors should 
also refer to Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”) for further 
information on factors that could affect the returns on 
the Credit SaILS. The Issuer’s obligation to repay the 
principal amount of Credit SaILS is expected to be rated 
AApNRi by S&P. The Issuer (in consultation with the 
Lead Manager and the Underwriter) may in its absolute 
discretion withdraw the Offer at any time. 

ISSUER

Credit Sail Limited is the Issuer. For more details on the 
Issuer see Section 3.2 (“Who is involved in providing it 
for me?”). 

TYPE OF DEBT SECURITY

Credit SaILS are secured fi xed interest New Zealand Dollar 
denominated debt securities offering an enhanced return 
that is linked to the credit performance of two international 
credit portfolios, represented by the Indices. The two 
Indices, the Dow Jones CDX North American Investment 
Grade Index (“DJ CDX US®”)5 and iTraxx Europe®6 Index 
(each an “Index”, and together, the “Indices”7), are each 
comprised of 125 well-known corporate and other entities 
which had either Investment Grade credit ratings, or senior 
unsecured debt that was rated Investment Grade, from 
S&P or Moody’s, as at 20 March 2006. Information on the 
Indices, the entities and their credit ratings are included in 
Section 2. 

The return on Credit SaILS will be made up of fi xed 
quarterly interest payments of 8.5% per annum, plus 
a potential Redemption Premium payable on the 
maturity of the Credit SaILS. Interest payments may 
be suspended in certain circumstances (see page 44) 
and the Redemption Premium may not be payable on 
maturity. As at the date of this Investment Statement, 
it is not possible to estimate the exact amount of return 
Noteholders will receive.  It may be more or less than 
8.5% per annum. Investors should refer to Section 3.6 
(“What are my risks?”) for further information on factors 
that could affect the returns on the Credit SaILS.

4  This expectation is based on simulations run by CALYON as Arranger and does not indicate a fi xed total return. CALYON has confi rmed that it 
has given and has not withdrawn its consent to the distribution of this Investment Statement with the simulation results included in the form and 
context in which each of them is included. CALYON is not (and does not intend to be) a director, offi cer or employee of the Issuer. CALYON’s only 
relationship to the Issuer in respect of the simulations was as an expert adviser and it has not acted as an expert adviser for any other purpose. 
CALYON is acting as the Arranger in respect of the Offer and the Swap Counterparty and the Calculation Agent under the Total Return Swap. 
These and other roles are described in more detail on page 48. The Promoter is also part of the wider CALYON group of companies.

5  “CDX North American Investment Grade” is a service mark of Dow Jones & Company, Inc. and/or CDS IndexCo LLC and has been licensed for 
use by CALYON.

6  iTraxx® is a trade mark of International Index Company Limited and has been licensed for use by CALYON. International Index Company Limited 
does not approve, endorse or recommend CALYON or iTraxx® derivatives products.

7  iTraxx® derivatives products are derived from a source considered reliable, but neither International Index Company Limited nor any of its 
employees, suppliers, subcontractors and agents (together iTraxx Associates) to the greatest extent permissible by law guarantees the veracity, 
completeness or accuracy of iTraxx® derivatives products or other information furnished in connection with iTraxx® derivatives products. To 
the greatest extent permissible by law, no representation, warranty or condition, express or implied, statutory or otherwise, as to condition, 
satisfactory quality, performance, or fi tness for purpose are given or assumed by International Index Company Limited or any of the iTraxx 
Associates in respect of iTraxx® derivatives products or any data included in such iTraxx® derivatives products or the use by any person or entity 
of iTraxx® derivatives products or that data and all those representations, warranties and conditions are excluded save to the extent that such 
exclusion is prohibited by law. To the greatest extent permissible by law, none of International Index Company Limited nor any of the iTraxx 
Associates shall have any liability or responsibility to any person or entity for any loss, damages, costs, charges, expenses or other liabilities 
whether caused by the negligence of International Index Company Limited or any of the iTraxx Associates or otherwise, arising in connection with 
the use of iTraxx® derivatives products or the iTraxx® indices. The CDX North American Investment Grade™ (the “Index”) referenced herein is the 
property of CDS IndexCo LLC (“Index Sponsor”). CALYON acknowledges and agrees that these Notes are not sponsored, endorsed, or promoted 
by Dow Jones & Company, Inc. (“Dow Jones”), the Index Sponsor or any members of the Index Sponsor (Dow Jones, the Index Sponsor, together 
with its members, the “Index Parties”). To the greatest extent permissible by law, the Index Parties make no representation whatsoever, whether 
express or implied, and hereby expressly disclaim all warranties (including, without limitation, those of merchantability or fi tness for a particular 
purpose or use), with respect to the Index or any data included therein or relating thereto, and in particular disclaim any warranty either as to 
the quality, accuracy and/or completeness of the Index or any data included therein, the results obtained from the use of the Index and/or the 
composition of the Index at any particular time on any particular date or otherwise. The Index Parties shall not be liable (whether in negligence or 
otherwise) to the parties or any other person for any error in the Index, and the Index Parties are under no obligation to advise the parties or any 
person of any error therein. To the greatest extent permissible, the Index Parties make no representation whatsoever, whether express or implied, 
as to the advisability of purchasing these Notes, the ability of the Index to track relevant markets’ performances, or otherwise relating to the Index 
or any transaction or product with respect thereto, or of assuming any risks in connection therewith. The Index Parties have no obligation to take 
the needs of any party into consideration in determining, composing or calculating the Index. No party purchasing these Notes, nor any Index 
Party, shall have any liability to any party for any act or failure to act by the Index Parties in connection with the determination, adjustment or 
maintenance of the Index. Each party acknowledges that the other party or one of its affi liates may be, or may be affi liated with, an Index Party 
and, as such, may be able to affect or infl uence the determination, adjustment or maintenance of the Index. Each of the Index Parties and its 
affi liates may deal in any obligations of any of the companies that compose the Index, and may, where permitted, accept deposits from, make 
loans or otherwise extend credit to, and generally engage in any kind of commercial or investment banking or other business with, such companies 
or affi liates of such companies, and may act with respect to such business as if the Index did not exist, regardless of whether such action might 
adversely affect the Index or these Notes. Each of the Index Parties and its affi liates may be in possession of information in relation to companies 
that compose the Index that may or may not be publicly available or known to any other party, and each party purchasing these Notes agrees that 
these Notes do not create any obligation on the part of any Index Party or its affi liates to disclose any such information.
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Interest paid on application monies received with an 
Application Form which is not accepted by the Issuer 
will be refunded to applicants along with the application 
monies received with that Application Form within fi ve 
Business Days of the Closing Date, or the date the Offer 
is withdrawn. 

REDEMPTION PREMIUM 

A Redemption Premium will be payable on the redemption 
of Credit SaILS if the Net Asset Value is greater than 
$1.00 per Credit SaILS. 

PRINCIPAL AMOUNT

$1.00 per Credit SaILS. 

EARLY REDEMPTION

If at least 12 interest payments have been paid in full and 
the Net Asset Value exceeds $1.00 per Credit SaILS, then 
the Issuer will redeem the Credit SaILS on the Interest 
Payment Date on which the 12th interest payment is paid. 
See Section 3.6 of this Investment Statement (“What are 
my risks?”) and Section 8.1 of the Offer Document. 

SECURITY 

Credit SaILS are secured by, and limited in recourse to, 
a fi rst ranking security interest created by the Deed of 
Charge and Assignment held by the Security Trustee over 
the Issuer’s rights, title, benefi t and interest in, to and 
under the Collateral, the Total Return Swap, the Custody 
Agreement, the Series 2006-1 Acquisition Agreement, 
the Registration and Paying Agency Agreement and 
any funds held by the Registrar on behalf of the Issuer. 
Noteholders do not have any benefi cial or other interest 
in the other assets of the Issuer. 

CREDIT RATING

The principal only credit rating expected to apply to 
the Credit SaILS is an independent assessment of the 
degree of confi dence that all principal will be repaid 
on or before the fi nal legal maturity according to the 
terms and conditions of the Credit SaILS. An Investment 
Grade credit rating of AApNRi is expected to be assigned 
by S&P to the repayment of the principal amount of 
the Credit SaILS. The principal only credit rating is 
not an express or implied statement or opinion as to 
the likelihood of the amount or timeliness of interest 
payments on the Credit SaILS. 

TERM

The term of the Credit SaILS is 6.5 years (subject to the 
early redemption and extension of maturity provisions). 

INTEREST RATE

Interest is calculated on a daily basis from (and including) 
the Issue Date at 8.5% per annum on the outstanding 
Principal Amount of Credit SaILS to (but excluding) the 
Scheduled Maturity Date or any earlier or later Maturity 
Date. 

INTEREST PAYMENTS

The fi rst Interest Payment Date is 22 September 2006 
and thereafter equal interest amounts are payable in 
arrears on each of 22 March, 22 June, 22 September 
and 22 December in each year during the term of the 
Credit SaILS, and on the Scheduled Maturity Date. 
If the Maturity Date is an earlier date in accordance 
with the early redemption provisions, or a later date in 
accordance with the extension of maturity provisions, 
described in Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”), or due to 
the enforcement of the security by the Security Trustee, 
any accrued (but unpaid) interest will be paid up to (but 
excluding) that date. 

The payment of interest to Noteholders is subject 
to certain conditions and may be suspended and 
retained in the Notional Cash Deposit during the 
term of the Credit SaILS in certain circumstances. 
See Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”). 

EARLY BIRD INTEREST 

In addition to the interest being earned on the Credit 
SaILS from (and including) the Issue Date, interest on cash 
subscription monies will be paid to investors at the Offi cial 
Cash Rate from (and including) the date those monies were 
paid into, or credited to, the bank account of the Registrar 
up to (but excluding) the Issue Date. Interest will be paid 
to the investor no later than fi ve Business Days after the 
Issue Date, by direct credit to a specifi ed bank account. If 
no bank account is specifi ed no interest will be payable. If 
the Issuer accepts an application in part, the balance of the 
application monies which are not accepted for the issue of 
Credit SaILS along with interest calculated in respect of the 
balance of those application monies will be refunded to the 
applicant within fi ve Business Days of the Closing Date. 
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If Credit SaILS are not assigned their expected rating, 
the Offer will be withdrawn and subscriptions will be 
refunded within fi ve Business Days after the date the 
Offer is withdrawn, together with interest calculated 
at the Offi cial Cash Rate from (and including) the date 
those application monies were paid into, or credited to, 
the Registrar’s bank account in cleared funds up to (but 
excluding) the date that the Offer is withdrawn. 

NO ENTRY FEES

Investors pay no application fees or brokerage to the 
Issuer. 

A Management Fee of 0.75% per annum of the Nominal 
Amount will be debited from the Notional Cash Deposit 
and paid quarterly to the Swap Counterparty. A Protection 
Fee of 0.04% per annum of the Credit Portfolio Notional 
Amount will be debited from the Notional Cash Deposit 
and paid quarterly to the Swap Counterparty. 

NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR DENOMINATED

The obligations under the Collateral (which will be 
purchased from the proceeds of the issue of Credit 
SaILS), and the obligations of the Swap Counterparty 
under the Total Return Swap, will all be denominated in 
New Zealand Dollars. All payments on the Credit SaILS 
are denominated in New Zealand Dollars. 

LISTING

Application has been made to NZX for permission to list 
Credit SaILS and all the requirements of NZX relating 
thereto that can be complied with on or before the date 
of this Investment Statement have been duly complied 
with. However, NZX accepts no responsibility for any 
statement in this Investment Statement. 

MINIMUM INVESTMENT

The minimum investment of Credit SaILS is $5,000, and 
thereafter investments must be made in multiples of 
$1,000. 

FIRM ALLOCATIONS 

Up to $65 million of Credit SaILS have been reserved for 
subscription by retail and institutional clients of the Lead 
Manager and other NZX Firms and approved fi nancial 
intermediaries. Credit SaILS not taken up through fi rm 
allocations will be available for subscription by members 
of the public through the public pool. 

PUBLIC POOL

After fi rm allocations, the residual amount of the Offer 
will be available for subscription by members of the 
public. However, the Issuer (in consultation with the 
Lead Manager and the Underwriter) at its sole discretion 
reserves the right to make further fi rm allocations of 
Credit SaILS progressively throughout the period of 
the Offer. 

UNDERWRITE

Forsyth Barr Group has agreed to underwrite the 
Offer up to an aggregate amount of $65 million. The 
Underwriting Agreement contains certain representations 
and warranties of the Issuer in favour of the Underwriter, 
and it also contains provisions enabling the Underwriter 
to terminate the Underwriting Agreement should certain 
events occur. 
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2. ANSWERS TO KEY 
QUESTIONS ABOUT CREDIT SaILS
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matching the total value of the homes insured. Rather, it 
provides suffi cient capital to meet its worst case expected 
level of claims. In the Credit Strategy, the same approach 
is used, the notional face value of the Indices is determined 
by the capital available in the Credit Strategy and a “worst 
case” assessment of losses in respect of the Indices, as 
expressed by a Market Shock Event (see page 24).

Noteholders are subject to the credit risk of the Collateral 
and of the Swap Counterparty via the Total Return Swap, 
including termination payments payable to the Swap 
Counterparty following the early termination thereof in 
circumstances where the Swap Counterparty is not the 
Defaulting Party (as defi ned in the Total Return Swap) 
or the sole Affected Party (as defi ned in the Total Return 
Swap). See Section 3.2 (“Who is involved in providing it 
for me?”) and Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”).

The Principal Amount of Credit SaILS will be paid to 
Noteholders on the Maturity Date and any Redemption 
Premium is also expected to be paid on the Maturity 
Date. The term may be shortened or lengthened for 
the reasons described in Section 3.6 of this Investment 
Statement (“What are my risks?”) and Section 8.1 of the 
Offer Document.

The return on Credit SaILS may be reduced by Credit 
Strategy Losses or adjustments, as explained in more 
detail in Section 3.6 of this Investment Statement (“What 
are my risks?”) and Section 8.1 of the Offer Document.

2.2  HOW DO CREDIT SaILS 
WORK? 

WHERE DOES MY MONEY GO?

The proceeds from the Offer of Credit SaILS will be 
used to acquire from CALYON, as dealer, 6.5 year New 
Zealand Dollar fl oating interest rate notes issued by 
Momentum CDO (Europe) Limited (the “Momentum 
Notes” or “Collateral”), which are expected to be rated 
AA by S&P. 

A description of the activities of Momentum CDO 
(Europe) Limited (“Momentum”) and the Momentum 
Notes is set out on pages 28-32. 

The Issuer will also enter into a total return swap with 
CALYON (the “Total Return Swap”). Under the terms of 
the Total Return Swap, CALYON will receive the income 
from the Collateral and pay to the Issuer the 8.5% per 
annum quarterly interest payments and any Redemption 
Premium, subject, in each case, to the performance of 
the Credit Strategy and returns on the Notional Cash 
Deposit. The 8.5% per annum quarterly interest payment 
may be suspended in certain circumstances (see page 44) 

The questions and answers below are provided in 
addition to those questions required by Schedule 3D of 
the Securities Regulations 1983 to be answered in an 
investment statement, which appear in Section 3.

2.1. WHAT ARE CREDIT SaILS?

Credit SaILS are debt securities offering an enhanced 
return that is linked to the credit performance of two 
international credit portfolios, represented by the Indices. 
Investors will receive a return on the Credit SaILS through 
interest payments and may receive a Redemption Premium. 
Interest will be payable at the rate of 8.5% per annum, 
with the fi rst interest payment on 22 September 2006 
and, thereafter, in equal amounts on each of 22 March, 
22 June, 22 September and 22 December in each year 
during the term of the Credit SaILS, and on the Scheduled 
Maturity Date. The Redemption Premium (which refl ects 
the performance of the Credit Strategy) will be payable 
if the Net Asset Value exceeds $1.00 per Credit SaILS 
on the redemption of the Credit SaILS. Interest payments 
may be suspended in certain circumstances (see page 44) 
and the Redemption Premium may not be payable on 
maturity. As at the date of this Investment Statement, 
it is not possible to estimate the exact amount of return 
Noteholders will receive. It may be more or less than 
8.5% per annum. Investors should refer to Section 3.6 
(“What are my risks?”) for further information on factors 
that could affect the returns on the Credit SaILS.

While Credit SaILS do not actually involve lending money 
or extending credit directly to any of the 125 Index Entities 
in either Index, Credit SaILS simulates the risks to which a 
creditor might be subject, with Noteholders sharing in the 
credit risk of the Index Entities in the Indices. Credit risk is 
the risk that a debtor may not be able to repay the interest 
or principal on its loans and other debts. In exchange for 
accepting the credit risk on the Index Entities, the Issuer 
is paid a credit premium refl ecting the weighted average 
credit margin of the Index Entities.

The Credit Strategy is a form of investment analogous to 
writing insurance. By way of illustration only, it could 
be compared to the process undertaken by a Fire and 
General insurer writing fi re insurance. In that case, the 
Fire and General insurer (in our case, the Issuer) takes fi re 
insurance risk (in our case, credit risk) in exchange for 
premium income (in our case, the credit margin (see page 
14)). The policy will meet the householders’ claims due to 
fi re (in our case the Credit Events (see Glossary)) up to the 
prescribed value of the house (in our case, the face value of 
the individual Index Entity credit default swap contract). 
A prudent Fire and General insurer will diversify its risk 
across many households (in our case, 125 Index Entities 
in each Index). Note that fi re policies are unfunded. That 
is, the Fire and General insurer does not maintain capital 
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and the Redemption Premium may not be payable on 
maturity of the Total Return Swap. As at the date of this 
Investment Statement, it is not possible to estimate the 
exact amount of return Noteholders will receive. It may 
be more or less than 8.5% per annum.  Investors should 
refer to Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”) for further 
information on factors that could affect the returns on 
the Credit SaILS.

A description of the activities of CALYON is set out on 
page 24. 

WHAT IS THE NOTIONAL CASH DEPOSIT?

CALYON (as Swap Counterparty under the Total Return 
Swap) will create a notional account (the “Notional Cash 
Deposit”) at the outset of the transaction. The initial 
amount of the Notional Cash Deposit is equal to the face 
value of the Credit SaILS. 

The value of the Notional Cash Deposit changes over 
time, due to:

− interest income earned at the Deposit Rate on its 
balance;

− earnings from the credit margin payable on the 
Credit Strategy (initially in the vicinity of 0.35% per 
annum on the notional face value of each Index);

− the quarterly interest payments (which will fund 
the payment of interest on the Credit SaILS to the 
Noteholders);

− the gain or loss resulting from an adjustment to the 
Credit Portfolio Notional Amount as a result of the 
rebalancing of the Indices as described in Section 
2.3 (“The Credit Strategy”);

− losses arising as a result of the occurrence of any 
Credit Events affecting the Index Entities;

− the gain or loss resulting from the substitution of 
either of the old Indices with a new Index as detailed 
further in Section 2.3 (“The Credit Strategy”); and

− the fees payable to the Swap Counterparty under the 
Total Return Swap.

APPORTIONMENT OF THE NOTIONAL 
CASH DEPOSIT

CALYON (as Calculation Agent) utilises CPPI methodology 
(see description of CPPI Strategy below) to notionally 
apportion the Notional Cash Deposit into two pools. The 
fi rst pool is the present value of the Notional Amount 
(the “CPPI Strategy Pool”). The second pool is used in the 
Credit Strategy (the “Credit Strategy Pool”). 

The CPPI Strategy Pool may best be described as the 
present value of the face value of Credit SaILS at maturity. 
This amount varies over the term of the Credit SaILS and 
depends on NZ$ interest rates (the amount may be lower if 
interest rates are high) and the proximity to maturity (the 
closer the maturity date the larger the amount required to 
achieve the maturity value of $1.00 per Credit SaILS). 

The balance of the Notional Cash Deposit plus the mark 
to market of the Credit Portfolio forms the Credit Strategy 
Pool. The size of the Credit Strategy Pool determines 
the level of leverage employed in the Indices. The 
Credit Strategy Pool is the amount of the Notional Cash 
Deposit which is available for investment by the Swap 
Counterparty in credit default swaps (each an “Index-
Linked CDS”) written against each Index. For further 
details, see section 2.3 (“The Credit Strategy”) below.

THE CPPI STRATEGY

In the context of this Offer, the following description 
of the CPPI methodology is for illustrative purposes. 

(at inception)

(during life)

CREDIT SAILS STRUCTURE
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The description is not related to the actual repayment of 
the Principal Amount of the Credit SaILS. The repayment 
of the Principal Amount of the Credit SaILS is derived 
from the Collateral.

Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance (“CPPI”) is a 
widely used dynamic asset allocation technique that 
systematically reduces portfolio risk when returns are 
negative, and increases upside potential as well as risk 
when returns are positive. 

CPPI methodology has been in use since the 1980s and 
has been utilised as a way of providing for the repayment 
of capital on equity fund and hedge fund portfolios. 

For illustrative purposes only, CPPI provides leveraged 
exposure to higher risk assets by using the excess fund 
value, over the cost of providing for the return of invested 
capital at maturity, as a type of margin account, called the 
“Credit Strategy Pool”. Like a margin account, the size of 
the Credit Strategy Pool determines the size of the higher 

DYNAMIC LEVERAGE CONTROL

CLASSICAL CAPITAL PROTECTED PRODUCT CPPI PRODUCT

risk investment. Depending on the performance of the 
higher risk asset, the allocation between the higher risk 
and the lower risk assets will be dynamically adjusted.

If the Credit Strategy Pool reaches a minimum 
threshold, there is a “Strategy Unwind Event”, where all 
“investments” are sold, the “present value of the capital 
on maturity” is used to purchase lower risk assets and the 
investor receives no additional return above principal at 
maturity. 

CPPI provides investers with two key benefi ts:

– principal repayment; and

– potential to outperform and generate returns over 
the returns generated on standard investment 
opportunities.

As noted above, the Principal Amount of the Credit SaILS 
will be repaid out of the proceeds of the Collateral on its 
maturity and is not affected by the CPPI Strategy. The CPPI 
Strategy relates to the generation of the income available to 
the Issuer to make the interest payments and the payment 
of the Redemption Premium (if any) on the Credit SaILS.
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2.3 THE CREDIT STRATEGY

To enhance income available on the Credit SaILS, 
CALYON, as the Calculation Agent, undertakes the Credit 
Strategy.

The Credit Strategy involves investing on a levered 
basis through Index-Linked CDS into the Indices. These 
Indices are:

• DJ CDX US®, which comprises the 125 most liquid* 
North American Investment Grade entities weighted 
as to 60%; and

• iTraxx® Europe, which comprises the 125 most 
liquid* European Investment Grade entities weighted 
as to 40%.

For each Index, the maturity of the underlying credit 
default swaps is divided equally between three years and 
fi ve years.

THE NATURE OF THE INVESTMENT 
IN THE INDICES

Each Index has 125 equally weighted Investment Grade 
entities (or entities which have senior unsecured debt that 
is rated Investment Grade) and is constructed according 
to a rules based selection procedure under the control 
of an independent administrator. The independent 
administrator for the DJ CDX US® Index is “Markit and 
CDS IndexCo LLC” and the independent administrator 
for iTraxx® Europe is “International Index Company”. 
The independent administrators gather information 
from a group of well known and recognised fi nancial 
institutions who are active in credit markets (“Market 
Makers”). 

Every six months, each of the Market Makers submits 
a list of 200-250 entities for each Index based on 
the criteria of the highest credit default swap trading 
volume over the previous six months. The independent 
administrators rank each list according to volume and 
remove any entities with credit ratings below Baa3/
BBB- (by Moody’s or S&P). Each entity is assigned an 
appropriate industry sector and mapped to an equivalent 
Index sector. The sector allocation may be subject to 
changes. 

Each entity is then ranked according to votes cast by the 
Market Makers. 

The fi nal portfolio contains 125 entities constructed by 
selecting the highest number of votes cast in each sector. 

Each entity initially has an equal weighting of 0.80% in 
each Index. 

On 20 March and 20 September in each year, each “old” 
Index is reviewed with the intention to rebalance it to 
refl ect current market conditions. Less liquid entities, as 
assessed by credit default swap turnover, are replaced 
by qualifying entities (as assessed by credit default 
swap turnover) and any entities that have been credit 

DJ CDX US® ENTITY DISTRIBUTION BY RATING (%)

Source: Compiled by the Arranger from Bloomberg data relating to each Index Entity as at 20 March 2006 

BBBBBB+A-AA+AA-AA
AAA BBB-

*  A GUIDE TO CREDIT INDICES

iTraxx® and DJ CDX US®are the credit markets’ most 
liquid and actively traded credit indices, offering 
greater liquidity and visibility than individual credit 
defoulf swaps, and having:

– active trading participation of 20 international 
market makers,

– pricing transparency via Bloomberg©, and

– management and administration by independant 
parties.

Further information in respect of the Indices may 
be found at: www.djindexes.com (DJ CDX US)
www.itraxx.com (iTraxx Europe)
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downgraded to non-Investment Grade are removed. This 
forms a “new” Index. 

In exchange for receiving the credit margin on the 
Indices (as at the date of this Investment Statement, it is 
0.35% per annum on average), the Issuer accepts equal 
credit risk on each Index Entity to the extent of 0.80% 
(1/125th) of the value of each Index. During the life of 
the Index-Linked CDS, should a Credit Event occur in 
relation to an Index Entity and Credit Strategy Losses 
ensue, the Issuer must make good the credit losses from 
the Notional Cash Deposit. Credit Events are defi ned 
in the Glossary and include bankruptcy, failure to pay, 
or restructuring. Typically recoveries of defaulted debt 
obligations for Investment Grade credits are 35%*, 
leading to a potential loss on the Index of 0.80% x 
(1 – 35%) = 0.52% for each and every default, although 
actual recoveries may differ. (*Source: “Moody’s Default 
and Recovery Rates of Corporate Bond Issuers, 1920 
– 2005”)

Whilst all the Index Entities were either Investment Grade, 
or had senior unsecured debt that was rated Investment 
Grade, as at 20 March 2006, changes to credit ratings of 
the Index Entities (both up and down) are likely to occur 
over the term of the Index. If credit ratings of Index 
Entities deteriorate, the chances of a default involving 
one of those Index Entities increases. 

The rollover of each Index on 20 March and 20 September 
in each year mitigates this default risk, as the Issuer has 
an exposure to that Index for only six months, at which 
time the “old” Index is “sold” for its market value and a 
“new” Index is created. Using this approach, the Indices 
never contain a sub-Investment Grade Index Entity for 
longer than six months. 

The rebalancing of an “old” Index at market value may 
create a gain or loss for the Issuer which is applied to the 
Notional Cash Deposit. 

CREDIT RATINGS

S&P is a global credit rating agency that assesses the 
ability of entities to pay their debts. It uses nine rating 
categories ranging from AAA (strongest ability) through 
to C (weakest ability) to describe these assessments 
(further explanation of the meaning of the credit ratings 
can be found in Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”)). Most 
of the rating categories are further divided into sub-
categories to distinguish between companies within the 
same category. For example, within the AA category an 
entity rated AA+ is assessed as having a stronger ability 
to pay its debts than an entity rated either AA or AA-. 
Credit ratings issued by a rating agency are subject to 
change or withdrawal at any time by the rating agency. 

A credit rating is not a recommendation to buy, hold 
or sell securities in as much as it does not comment as 
to market price or suitability for a particular investor. 
Any credit rating is subject to revision, suspension or 
withdrawal at any time. Apart from this disclaimer and 
the disclaimer on page 7, S&P has not been involved in 
the preparation of this Investment Statement. 

CREDIT RATINGS OF INDEX ENTITIES

All Index Entities had Investment Grade credit ratings, 
or had senior unsecured debt that was rated Investment 
Grade from S&P or Moody’s, as at 20 March 2006. 
The composition of each Index by S&P credit rating is 
presented in the charts below: 

BBBBBB+A-AA+AA-AA
AAA BBB-

ITRAXX® EUROPE ENTITY DISTRIBUTION BY RATING (%)

Source: Compiled by the Arranger from Bloomberg data relating to each Index Entity as at 20 March 2006 
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INDEX DIVERSIFICATION

The Index Entities are spread across a wide range of industries and, with iTraxx® Europe, countries. This is designed 
to reduce the risk to the Noteholders arising from a downturn in a particular industry or geographical area. The charts 
below present a breakdown of each of the Indices by country/region and industry as at 20 March 2006. The industry 
and country of incorporation classifi cations are those used by S&P when assigning a credit rating to the Credit 
SaILS. 

The Index Entities in the iTraxx® Europe Index are based in 12 different countries in Europe. The Index Entities in the DJ 
CDX US® index are made up predominantly of US entities, but also includes Bermudan and Canadian entities. 

Britain

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Italy

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

5.6%
4.0%

7.2%

3.2%

6.4%

0.8%

8.8%

0.8%

17.6%

16.0%

3.2%

26.4%

ITRAXX® EUROPE INDEX ENTITY DISTRIBUTION BY COUNTRY/REGION (%)

Source: Compiled by the Arranger from Bloomberg data relating to each Index Entity as at 20 March 2006 
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The Index Entities in the iTraxx® Europe Index are well diversifi ed across 28 S&P industry sectors, with no one S&P 
industry sector representing more than 20% of the Index Entities.

ITRAXX® EUROPE INDEX ENTITY DISTRIBUTION BY INDUSTRY (%) 

Source: Compiled by the Arranger from S&P data relating to each Index Entity as at 20 March 2006 

The Index Entities in the DJ CDX US® Index are well diversifi ed across 34 S&P industry sectors with no one S&P 
industry sector representing more than 10% of the Index Entities. 

DJ CDX US® INDEX ENTITY DISTRIBUTION BY INDUSTRY (%)

Source: Compiled by the Arranger from S&P data relating to each Index Entity as at 20 March 2006 
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INDEX ENTITIES IN THE DJ CDX US® INDEX (AS AT 20 MARCH 2006)

Company Name Moody’s 
Rating

S&P 
Rating Standard & Poor’s Sector Country

Alcoa Inc. A2 A- Nonferrous metals/minerals United States
ACE Limited A3 BBB+ Insurance Bermuda
American Electric Power Company, Inc. Baa2 BBB Utilities United States
Aetna Inc. A3 BBB+ Insurance United States
American International Group, Inc. Aa2 AA Insurance United States
Alcan Inc. Baa1 BBB+ Nonferrous metals/minerals Canada
The Allstate Corporation A1 A+ Insurance United States
Amgen Inc. A2 A+ Drugs United States
Time Warner Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Leisure goods/activities/movies United States
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation Baa1 BBB+ Oil & Gas United States
Arrow Electronics, Inc. Baa3 BBB- Electronics/electrical United States
Alltel Corporation A2 A- Telecommunications United States
American Express Company A1 A+ Financial intermediaries United States
AutoZone, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Retailers (except food & drug) United States
Baxter International Inc. Baa1 A- Health Care United States
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company A1 A+ Drugs United States
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corporation Baa2 BBB+ Rail industries United States
Boeing Capital Corporation A2 A Air Transport United States
ConAgra Foods, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Food products United States
Cardinal Health, Inc. Baa3 BBB Food/drug retailers United States
Caterpillar Inc. A2 A Industrial equipment United States
Carnival Corporation A3 A- Lodging & casinos United States
Clear Channel Communications, Inc. Baa3 BBB- Radio & Television United States
Constellation Energy Group, Inc. Baa1 BBB+ Utilities United States
Cendant Corporation Baa1 BBB+ Lodging & casinos United States
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. A3 A Financial intermediaries United States
The Chubb Corporation A2 A Insurance United States
CIGNA Corporation Baa3 BBB Insurance United States
Cingular Wireless LLC Baa2 A Telecommunications United States
CIT Group Inc. A2 A Financial intermediaries United States
Sara Lee Corporation A3 BBB+ Food products United States
Comcast Cable Communications, LLC Baa2 BBB+ Cable & Satellite Television United States
Capital One Bank A3 BBB Financial intermediaries United States
ConocoPhillips A1 A- Oil & Gas United States
Cox Communications, Inc. Baa3 BBB- Cable & Satellite Television United States
Campbell Soup Company A3 A Food products United States
Computer Sciences Corporation A3 A Business equipment & services United States
CSX Corporation Baa2 BBB Rail industries United States
CenturyTel, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Telecommunications United States
Centex Corporation Baa2 BBB Building & Development United States
CVS Corporation A3 A- Food/drug retailers United States
E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company A2 A Chemicals & plastics United States
Deere & Company A3 A- Farming/agriculture United States
The Walt Disney Company A3 A- Leisure goods/activities/movies United States
Dominion Resources, Inc. Baa1 BBB Utilities United States
The Dow Chemical Company A3 A- Chemicals & plastics United States
Duke Energy Corporation Baa1 BBB Utilities United States
Devon Energy Corporation Baa2 BBB Oil & Gas United States
Eastman Chemical Company Baa2 BBB Chemicals & plastics United States
EOP Operating Limited Partnership Baa2 BBB REITs and REOCs United States
Federated Department Stores, Inc. Baa1 BBB Retailers (except food & drug) United States
FirstEnergy Corp. Baa3 BBB Utilities United States
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 
(“Freddie Mac”)

Aaa NR U.S. Agency (Explicitly Guaranteed) United States

Federal National Mortgage Association 
(“Fannie Mae”)

Aaa NR U.S. Agency (Explicitly Guaranteed) United States

Sprint Nextel Corp Baa2 A- Telecommunications United States
General Electric Capital Corporation Aaa AAA Conglomerates United States
General Mills, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Food products United States
The Gap, Inc. Baa3 BBB- Retailers (except food & drug) United States
Goodrich Corporation Baa3 BBB- Aerospace & Defence United States
Halliburton Company Baa1 BBB Oil & Gas United States
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Harrah’s Operating Company, Inc. Baa3 BBB- Lodging & casinos United States
The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. A3 A- Insurance United States
Honeywell International Inc. A2 A Aerospace & Defence United States
Hewlett-Packard Company A3 A- Business equipment & services United States
IAC/InterActive Baa3 BBB- Telecommunications United States
International Business Machines Corporation A1 A+ Business equipment & services United States
International Lease Finance Corporation A1 AA- Equipment leasing United States
International Paper Company Baa3 BBB Forest products United States
Ingersoll-Rand Company A3 A- Industrial equipment Bermuda
Jones Apparel Group, Inc. Baa2 BBB Clothing/textiles United States
Nordstrom, Inc. Baa1 A- Retailers (except food & drug) United States
Kraft Foods Inc. A3 A- Food products United States
The Kroger Co. Baa2 BBB- Food/drug retailers United States
Knight-Ridder, Inc Baa1 BBB+ Publishing United States
Lennar Corporation Baa3 BBB Building & Development United States
Lockheed Martin Corporation Baa1 BBB+ Aerospace & Defence United States
Loews Corporation Baa1 A Conglomerates United States
Limited Brands, Inc. Baa2 BBB Retailers (except food & drug) United States
Southwest Airlines Co. Baa1 A Air Transport United States
Marriott International, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Lodging & casinos United States
MBIA Insurance Corporation NR AAA Insurance United States
McDonald’s Corporation A2 A Food Service United States
Mckesson Corporation Baa3 BBB Health Care United States
MetLife, Inc. A2 A Insurance United States
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc. Baa2 BBB Insurance United States
Altria Group, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Beverage & Tobacco United States
Motorola, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Telecommunications United States
MeadWestvaco Corporation Baa2 BBB Forest products United States
News America Incorporated Baa2 BBB Leisure goods/activities/movies United States
Northrop Grumman Corporation Baa2 BBB+ Aerospace & Defence United States
National Rural Utilities Cooperative Finance 
Corporation

A2 A Electronics/electrical United States

Norfolk Southern Corporation Baa1 BBB+ Rail industries United States
Newell Rubbermaid Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Home furnishings United States
Omnicom Group Inc. Baa1 A- Business equipment & services United States
Progress Energy, Inc. Baa2 BBB Utilities United States
Pulte Homes, Inc. Baa3 BBB- Building & Development United States
Transocean Inc. Baa1 A- Oil & Gas United States
Rohm and Haas Company A3 BBB+ Chemicals & plastics United States
Radioshack Corporation Baa2 BBB+ Retailers (except food & drug) United States
Raytheon Company Baa3 BBB Aerospace & Defence United States
Sabre Holdings Corporation Baa3 BBB Business equipment & services United States
AT&T Inc. A2 A Telecommunications United States
The Sherwin-Williams Company A2 A+ Chemicals & plastics United States
Simon Property Group, L.P. Baa1 BBB+ REITs and REOCs United States
Sempra Energy Baa1 BBB+ Utilities United States
Supervalu Inc. Baa3 BBB Food/drug retailers United States
Safeway Inc. Baa2 BBB- Food/drug retailers United States
Target Corporation A2 A+ Retailers (except food & drug) United States
Temple-Inland Inc. Baa3 BBB Forest products United States
Toll Brothers, Inc. Baa3 BBB- Building & Development United States
Tribune Company A3 A- Publishing United States
Tyson Foods, Inc. Baa3 BBB Food products United States
Textron Financial Corporation A3 A- Financial intermediaries United States
Union Pacifi c Corporation Baa2 BBB Rail industries United States
Viacom Inc. Baa3 BBB Radio & Television United States
Valero Energy Corporation Baa3 BBB- Oil & Gas United States
Verizon Communications Inc. A3 A Telecommunications United States
Wendy’s International, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Food Service United States
Wells Fargo & Company Aa1 AA- Financial intermediaries United States
Whirlpool Corporation Baa1 BBB+ Home furnishings United States
Washington Mutual, Inc. A3 A- Financial intermediaries United States
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Aa2 AA Food/drug retailers United States
Weyerhaeuser Company Baa2 BBB Forest products United States
Wyeth Baa1 A Drugs United States
XL Capital Ltd A3 A- Insurance Bermuda 
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INDEX ENTITIES IN THE ITRAXX® EUROPE INDEX (AS AT 20 MARCH 2006)

Company Name Moody’s 
Rating

S&P 
Rating Standard & Poor’s Sector Country

ABN AMRO Bank N.V. Aa3 AA- Financial intermediaries Netherlands
Accor NR BBB Lodging & casinos France
Adecco S.A. NR BBB- Business equipment & services Switzerland
Aegon N.V. A2 A+ Insurance Netherlands
European Aeronautic Defence and Space 
Company EADS N.V.

A1 A Aerospace & Defence Netherlands

Akzo Nobel N.V. A3 A- Chemicals & plastics Netherlands
Altadis, S.A. Baa1 BBB+ Beverage & Tobacco Spain
Allianz AG Aa3 AA- Insurance Germany
Arcelor Finance Baa2 BBB Steel Luxembourg
Groupe Auchan NR A Food/drug retailers France
Sanofi -Aventis A1 AA- Drugs France
AXA A2 A Insurance France
BAA Plc Baa1 A Air Transport Britain
BAE Systems Plc Baa2 BBB Aerospace & Defence Britain
Barclays Bank Plc Aa1 AA Financial intermediaries Britain
British American Tobacco p.l.c. Baa1 BBB+ Beverage & Tobacco Britain
Bayer AG A3 A Chemicals & plastics Germany
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A. Aa2 AA- Financial intermediaries Spain
Banco Comercial Português, S.A. A1 A Financial intermediaries Portugal
Banco Espirito Santo SA A1 A- Financial intermediaries Portugal
Bertelsmann AG Baa1 BBB+ Publishing Germany
Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena S.p.A. A1 A Financial intermediaries Italy
Bayerische Motoren Werke AG A1 A+ Automotive Germany
Boots Group Plc Baa1 BBB+ Food/drug retailers Britain
British Telecommunications public limited 
company

Baa1 A- Telecommunications Britain

Capitalia S.p.A. A2 NR Financial intermediaries Italy
Carrefour A1 A Food/drug retailers France
Commerzbank AG A2 A- Financial intermediaries Germany
Cadbury Schweppes public limited company Baa2 BBB Beverage & Tobacco Britain
Carlton Communications Plc NR BBB Radio & Television Britain
Centrica Plc A2 A Utilities Britain
Aviva Plc Aa3 A+ Insurance Britain
Ciba Specialty Chemicals Holding Inc. A3 A- Chemicals & plastics Switzerland
Continental AG Baa1 BBB+ Automotive Germany
Compass Group Plc Baa2 BBB+ Food Service Britain
Deutsche Bank AG Aa3 AA- Financial intermediaries Germany
DaimlerChrysler AG A3 BBB Automotive Germany
Diageo Plc A3 A- Beverage & Tobacco Britain
Degussa AG Baa1 BBB Chemicals & plastics Germany
Deutsche Telekom AG A3 A- Telecommunications Germany
DSG International PLC Baa1 NR Retailers (except food & drug) Britain
Edison S.p.A. Baa2 BBB+ Utilities Italy
EDP - Energias de Portugal, S.A. A2 A Utilities Portugal
Electricité de France (E.D.F.), Service National Aa1 AA- Utilities France
Endesa, S.A. A3 A Utilities Spain
AB Electrolux Baa1 BBB+ Home furnishings Sweden
Energie Baden-Württemberg AG A2 A- Utilities Germany
Enel S.p.A. Aa3 A+ Utilities Italy
E.ON AG Aa3 AA- Utilities Germany
Vivendi Universal Baa2 BBB Leisure goods/activities/movies France
Finmeccanica S.p.A. A3 BBB Aerospace & Defence Italy
Valeo Baa1 NR Automotive France
Fortum OYJ A2 A- Utilities Finland
France Telecom A3 A- Telecommunications France
Gas Natural SDG, S.A. NR A+ Utilities Spain
Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. A1 AA Insurance Italy
GKN Holdings plc Baa3 BBB Automotive Britain
Glencore International AG Baa3 BBB- Nonferrous metals/minerals Switzerland
Gallaher Group Plc Baa3 BBB Beverage & Tobacco Britain
GUS Plc Baa1 BBB+ Retailers (except food & drug) Britain
Hannover Rueckversicherungs-AG NR AA- Insurance Germany
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Henkel Kommanditgesellschaft auf Aktien A2 A- Home furnishings Germany
The Governor and Company of the Bank of 
Scotland

Aa2 AA Financial intermediaries Britain

Bayerische Hypo-und Vereinsbank AG A2 A Financial intermediaries Germany
Iberdrola, S.A. A2 A+ Utilities Spain
Imperial Chemical Industries Plc Baa3 BBB Chemicals & plastics Britain
Imperial Tobacco Group Plc Baa3 BBB Beverage & Tobacco Britain
Banca Intesa S.p.A. A1 A+ Financial intermediaries Italy
Kingfi sher Plc Baa2 BBB Home furnishings Britain
Koninklijke KPN N.V. Baa2 BBB+ Telecommunications Netherlands
Lafarge Baa2 BBB Building & Development France
Deutsche Lufthansa AG Baa3 BBB Air Transport Germany
Linde AG A3 BBB+ Chemicals & plastics Germany
Banca popolare di Lodi S.C.arl Baa2 NR Financial intermediaries Italy
LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton NR BBB+ Leisure goods/activities/movies France
Compagnie Financière Michelin Baa1 BBB+ Automotive Switzerland
Metro AG Baa2 BBB Retailers (except food & drug) Germany
Marks and Spencer p.l.c. Baa2 BBB Retailers (except food & drug) Britain
Muenchener Rueckversicherungs-Gesellschaft 
AG in Muenchen

NR A+ Insurance Germany

Nestlé S.A. Aaa AAA Food products Switzerland
National Grid PLC Baa1 A Utilities Britain
Nokia OYJ A1 A Telecommunications Finland
MMO2 plc Baa2 NR Telecommunications Britain
Hellenic Telecommunications Organization S.A. A3 BBB+ Telecommunications Greece
Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. Baa1 A- Electronics/electrical Netherlands
Pinault-Printemps-Redoute NR BBB- Retailers (except food & drug) France
Pearson Plc Baa1 BBB+ Publishing Britain
Portugal Telecom International Finance B.V. Baa1 BBB+ Telecommunications Portugal
Reed Elsevier P.L.C. NR A- Publishing Britain
Rentokil Initial Plc NR BBB Business equipment & services Britain
Repsol YPF, S.A. Baa1 BBB+ Oil & Gas Spain
Renault Baa1 BBB+ Automotive France
Reuters Group Plc A3 A- Business equipment & services Britain
RWE AG A1 A+ Utilities Germany
Banco Santander Central Hispano, S.A. Aa3 A+ Financial intermediaries Spain
Svenska Cellulosa Aktiebolaget SCA (publ) Baa1 A- Forest products Sweden
Sodexho Alliance NR BBB+ Food Service France
Safeway Ltd Baa2 NR Food/drug retailers Britain
Compagnie de Saint-Gobain Baa1 BBB+ Building & Development France
Siemens AG Aa3 AA- Conglomerates Germany
San Paolo IMI S.p.A. Aa3 A+ Financial intermediaries Italy
Stora Enso OYJ Baa2 BBB Forest products Finland
Swiss Reinsurance Company Aa2 AA Insurance Switzerland
Suez A2 A- Utilities France
Tate & Lyle Plc Baa2 BBB Food products Britain
Technip NR BBB+ Oil & Gas France
Telefónica, S.A. Baa1 BBB+ Telecommunications Spain
Thomson Baa2 BBB+ Electronics/electrical France
Telecom Italia S.p.A. Baa2 BBB+ Telecommunications Italy
TeliaSonera AB (publ) A2 A- Telecommunications Sweden
Tesco Plc A1 A+ Food/drug retailers Britain
UniCredito Italiano S.p.A. A1 A+ Financial intermediaries Italy
Peugeot SA A3 A- Automotive France
Unilever N.V. A1 A+ Food products Netherlands
Unión Fenosa, S.A. Baa2 BBB+ Utilities Spain
UPM-Kymmene OYJ Baa2 BBB Forest products Finland
United Utilities Plc A3 A- Utilities Britain
Vattenfall AB A2 A- Utilities Sweden
Veolia Environnement - VE A3 BBB+ Utilities France
Vodafone Group Public Limited Company A2 A+ Telecommunications Britain
AB Volvo (publ) A3 NR Industrial equipment Sweden
Volkswagen AG A3 A- Automotive Germany
Wolters Kluwer N.V. Baa1 BBB+ Publishing Netherlands
WPP Group Plc Baa2 BBB+ Business equipment & services Britain
Zurich Insurance Company A3 A+ Insurance Switzerland
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2.4  LEVERAGING THE CREDIT 
STRATEGY

As explained in Section 2.2 (“How do Credit SaILS 
work?”), the size of the Credit Strategy Pool determines 
the size of the Credit Portfolio. The leverage is then 
defi ned as the size of the Credit Portfolio divided by the 
Principal Amount. Conceptually, the Credit Strategy Pool 
is how much of the Notional Cash Deposit is available as 
collateral for investment in the Credit Portfolio. 

The size of the Credit Portfolio is based on the ability of 
the Credit Strategy Pool to absorb losses from a Market 
Shock Event in the Credit Portfolio. The Market Shock 
Event is a combined shock to credit spreads, defaults, 
interest rates and foreign exchange rates, as outlined 
below: 

− an overnight credit spread increase of 0.80%8 across 
the Indices; 

− an overnight aggregate loss of 1.0% (ie, the 
possibility of three to four (depending on the 
recovery) overnight Index Entity defaults out of 
250 Index Entities spread across the Indices); 

− an overnight fall in the NZ$ swap rates of 0.5%; and 

− an overnight fall in the US$/NZ$ cross rate of 6.5%. 

Any potential losses resulting from Market Shock Events 
which exceed these parameters are paid by CALYON. 

Leverage at the outset will be approximately six times 
the Nominal Amount of the Credit SaILS but will increase 
or decrease depending on the balance of the available 
Credit Strategy Pool. 

An example of the leverage calculations is made below. 

Example of Leverage Calculation (initial) 

Leverage calculation

Balance of Notional Cash Deposit NZ$100.00

Fee reserve (NZ$2.50)

CPPI Strategy Pool (computed using NZ$ 
swap rates shifted down by –0.50%)

(NZ$70.00)

Credit Strategy Pool NZ$27.50(A)

Credit market shock impacts:

Remaining duration of Credit Indices, say 6 years

Apply overnight credit spread shock
(80bp for 3.6 years)

NZ$2.88

Apply entity default shock NZ$1.00

NZ$3.88

Apply NZ$/US$ foreign exchange 
cross rate shock of 6.5%

(NZ$3.88x1.065)

Market Shock Event = NZ$4.13 (B)

Leverage =
 
A x 0.90B 6 times approx

Collateral Value NZ$100 NZ$100x6

Notional NZ$ of Credit Portfolio 
(ie exposure to Indices)

NZ$600

 

Although this calculation is made daily by the 
Calculation Agent until the Maturity Date of the Credit 
SaILS, adjustments are only made to the leverage if the 
then exposure to the Indices falls out of a determined 
range of 80% to 100% of the calculated optimum. 

WHO IS THE SWAP COUNTERPARTY?

Under the terms of the Total Return Swap, CALYON, 
as the Swap Counterparty, will agree to make periodic 
fi xed interest payments to the Issuer equal to the interest 
payments on the Credit SaILS and will be entitled to 
receive payments from the Issuer corresponding to all 
income the Issuer derives on the Collateral. 

As noted above, the Swap Counterparty will be CALYON, 
a subsidiary of Credit Agricole SA. Credit Agricole SA is 
a publicly listed company (Paris Bourse code CAGR.PA) 
and part of the Credit Agricole Group, which is one of the 
largest banking groups in the world when measured on the 
basis of capital and by reference to total assets. As at the 

8  0.80% is the credit spread shock at inception. During Credit SaILS life this credit spread shift may be adjusted to refl ect the credit quality of 
the Indices. The higher the credit quality, the lower the shift in credit spread leading to a relatively higher leverage and vice versa.
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2.5 CREDIT RATINGS

WHY WILL CREDIT SaILS HAVE A 
CREDIT RATING?

An independent credit rating will be obtained from S&P 
to help investors assess the credit risk associated with an 
investment in Credit SaILS, and to help compare Credit 
SaILS with other rated investments. The proposed AApNRi 
principal only credit rating for Credit SaILS (described in 
Section 1) assesses the ability of the Issuer to repay the full 
amount of principal due to Noteholders of Credit SaILS on 
or before the fi nal legal maturity of the Credit SaILS. If the 
expected rating is not received from S&P by the Issue Date, 
then the Offer of Credit SaILS will be withdrawn. 

2.6 TAXATION

WHAT ARE THE TAX IMPLICATIONS FOR 
NOTEHOLDERS?

In most respects, the tax implications of buying, holding 
and selling Credit SaILS will be similar to those of other debt 
securities paying a fi xed rate of interest and redemption 
premium. However, the tax implications will depend on 
your particular circumstances. Potential investors should 
seek their own taxation advice in relation to their personal 
taxation position. Further tax information is outlined in 
Section 7 of the Offer Document.

2.7  APPLICATIONS FOR 
CREDIT SaILS

HOW DO I APPLY FOR CREDIT SaILS?

Section 5 tells you how to invest. Application Forms appear 
at the end of that Section. 

date of this Investment Statement, CALYON has a credit 
rating of AA- from S&P and a credit rating of Aa2 from 
Moody’s. Credit Agricole SA has a market capitalisation 
in excess of EUR48.5 Billion and employs 62,000 people 
with operations in 60 countries (as at April 2006). 
(Source: CALYON at www.calyon.com). 

The Credit SaILS described in this Investment Statement 
are not sponsored, endorsed, issued, guaranteed, sold 
or promoted by Credit Agricole SA, CALYON or, except 
for Calyon Hong Kong as the Promoter, any of its other 
subsidiaries or affi liates (collectively, “Credit Agricole 
Group”). CALYON does not make any representation or 
warranty, express or implied, to the purchasers of the 
Credit SaILS or any member of the public regarding the 
advisability of investing in securities generally or in the 
Credit SaILS particularly.

ARE CREDIT SaILS SUBJECT TO 
CURRENCY RISK?

The returns on the Credit SaILS are not materially affected 
by exchange rate fl uctuations since the Collateral is 
denominated in NZ$. 

Returns on the Credit SaILS are dependant upon the 
performance of the Indices. In order to maximise the 
liquidity of the Indices, the Index-Linked CDS will be 
entered into in US$, equivalent to the NZ$ amount 
(using the current FX Rate), resulting from the leverage 
computation. The Calculation Agent will adjust the 
portfolio size using the current FX Rate if the current 
exposure to Indices falls outside of a determined range 
of 80% to 100% of the calculated optimum (See Leverage 
Calculation). 

Any payment to be made or received relating to the 
Indices will be converted using the FX Rate on the day 
that payment is scheduled to be made or received. 

WHERE DOES THE MONEY COME FROM 
TO PAY THE PRINCIPAL, THE 
REDEMPTION PREMIUM, AND INTEREST 
ON CREDIT SaILS?

The principal and interest received by the Issuer under the 
terms of the Collateral and the Total Return Swap are used 
to pay the principal, the Redemption Premium and interest 
on the Credit SaILS. 

On the Maturity Date, the money used to pay the Principal 
Amount of the Credit SaILS is derived from the Collateral 
and the Principal Amount will not be affected by the 
amounts payable under the Total Return Swap (other than 
the payment of any Redemption Premium). 
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3. INVESTMENT STATEMENT INFORMATION 
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3.1 WHAT SORT OF 
INVESTMENT IS THIS?

Credit SaILS are secured fi xed interest New Zealand 
Dollar denominated debt securities issued by Credit Sail 
Limited. 

Each Credit SaILS is constituted pursuant to the Series 
2006-1 Supplemental Deed to be entered into between 
Credit Sail Limited (as Issuer) and New Zealand 
Permanent Trustees (as Security Trustee), on or prior 
to the Closing Date. The Series 2006-1 Supplemental 
Deed is supplemental to the Master Security Trust Deed 
between the Issuer and the Security Trustee and will be 
entered into prior to the Issue Date. The Series 2006-1 
Supplemental Deed and the Master Security Trust Deed (as 
supplemented by the Series 2006-1 Supplemental Deed) 
set out the rights and obligations of the Noteholders, the 
Issuer and the Security Trustee. For more information on 
the terms of the Trust Deed, and the terms of the Credit 
SaILS, see Section 8 of the Offer Document. 

The principal terms of the Credit SaILS are set out 
below: 

OFFER SIZE

The maximum Offer size is $100 million. The Issuer (in 
consultation with the Lead Manager and the Underwriter) 
may in its absolute discretion withdraw the Offer of 
Credit SaILS at any time. 

INTEREST RATE

Interest accrues on a daily basis on the Credit SaILS from 
(and including) the Issue Date to (but excluding) the 
Scheduled Maturity Date or any earlier or later Maturity 
Date. The interest rate payable on the Credit SaILS is 
8.50% per annum.

INTEREST PAYMENTS 

The fi rst interest payment will be made on 22 September 
2006 and, thereafter, interest will be paid in arrears 
in equal instalments on each of 22 March, 22 June, 
22 September and 22 December in each year during the 
term of the Credit SaILS, and on the Scheduled Maturity 
Date. If the Maturity Date is different from the Scheduled 
Maturity Date, then any accrued (but unpaid) interest will 
be paid to (but excluding) that date. 

The amount of interest payable to Noteholders may 
be suspended and retained in the Notional Cash 
Deposit during the term of the Credit SaILS in certain 
circumstances. See Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”). 

PRINCIPAL AMOUNT

$1.00 per Credit SaILS. 

MINIMUM INVESTMENT

The minimum investment of Credit SaILS is $5,000, and 
thereafter investments must be made in multiples of 
$1,000. 

TERM

The term of Credit SaILS is 6.5 years. At the end of 
this term the outstanding Principal Amount and any 
Redemption Premium is repaid to Noteholders. The term 
may be shortened or lengthened in certain circumstances. 
See Section 3.6 of this Investment Statement (“What are 
my risks?”) and Section 8.1 of the Offer Document. 

SECURITY

The Credit SaILS are secured by, and limited in recourse 
to, a fi rst ranking security interest created by the 
Deed of Charge and Assignment held by the Security 
Trustee over, and in respect of, the Collateral, the 
Issuer’s rights under the Total Return Swap, the Custody 
Agreement, the Series 2006-1 Acquisition Agreement, 
the Registration and Paying Agency Agreement and any 
funds held by the Registrar on behalf of the Issuer.

Credit SaILS do not constitute debt obligations of, nor are 
they guaranteed by, any of the Index Entities, CALYON, 
Calyon Hong Kong, or any other party other than the 
Issuer.

CREDIT RATING

Prior to issue, it is expected that the Credit SaILS will be 
assigned a principal only rating of AApNRi by S&P. 

If Credit SaILS are not assigned their expected rating, 
the Offer will be withdrawn and no Credit SaILS will be 
issued. In this case, all application monies received will 
be refunded within fi ve Business Days after the Offer 
is withdrawn, together with interest calculated at the 
Offi cial Cash Rate from (and including) the date those 
application monies were paid into, or credited to, the 
Registrar’s bank account in cleared funds, up to (but 
excluding) the date that the Offer is withdrawn. 
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FIRM ALLOCATIONS 

Up to $65 million of Credit SaILS have been reserved for 
subscription by retail and institutional clients of the Lead 
Manager and other NZX Firms and approved fi nancial 
intermediaries. Credit SaILS not taken up through fi rm 
allocations will be available for subscription by members 
of the public through the public pool. 

PUBLIC POOL

After fi rm allocations, the residual amount of the Offer 
will be available for subscription by members of the 
public. However, the Issuer (in consultation with Lead 
Manager and the Underwriter) at its sole discretion 
reserves the right to make further fi rm allocations of 
Credit SaILS progressively throughout the Offer period. 

LISTING

Application has been made to NZX for permission to list 
the Credit SaILS and all the requirements of NZX relating 
thereto that can be complied with on or before the date of 
this Investment Statement have been duly complied with. 
However, NZX accepts no responsibility for any statement 
in this Investment Statement. 

USE OF PROCEEDS

The proceeds from the Offer of Credit SaILS will be 
used to acquire from CALYON, as dealer, 6.5 year New 
Zealand Dollar fl oating rate notes issued by Momentum, 
which are expected to be rated AA by S&P. The income 
from the Collateral will be paid to CALYON under the 
Total Return Swap. 

DESCRIPTION OF MOMENTUM

Momentum is a company with its registered offi ce in the 
Cayman Islands. It was established in April 2003 for the 
purpose of issuing asset-backed securities. Walkers SPV 
Limited (as Share Trustee) holds 1,000 fully paid shares 
in Momentum on trust for certain charities. Walkers SPV 
Limited derives no benefi t from (other than its fees), and 
has no benefi cial interest in the assets of, Momentum. 

On 29 April 2003, Momentum became an issuer of 
notes under the Arch One Programme, which is listed 
on the Irish Stock Exchange. Pursuant to the Arch One 
Programme, Momentum may, at any time, have an 
aggregate nominal amount of outstanding notes of EUR 
2,000,000,000. 

Each series of notes issued by Momentum is issued with 
the benefi t of security constituted by a supplemental 
deed relating to that series of notes. Each series of notes 
(including the Momentum Notes) issued under the Arch 
One Programme is secured over certain property, assets, 
rights and benefi ts of Momentum. 

The Momentum Notes to be purchased by the Issuer out 
of the proceeds of the issue of Credit SaILS will constitute 
a new “Series” of notes issued pursuant to the Arch One 
Programme. 

DESCRIPTION OF MOMENTUM NOTES 

The notes issued by Momentum will be backed by the 
entities in the Momentum Reference Portfolio, offering a 
Protection Amount at an amount no lower than 4.8% and 
Detachment Point at an amount no higher than 5.8% of the 
Momentum Reference Portfolio (subject to confi rmation 
by S&P prior to their issue), and linked to a high quality 
credit portfolio with the following characteristics at the 
time of their issue:

Ratings
– 100% Investment-Grade credit portfolio with S&P or 

Moodys A- average rating of the pool

Diversifi cation
– 120 reference entities (not equally weighted)
– Moody’s diversity score of 52
– Over 30 industries represented

Spread Constraints
– No reference entity with a credit default swap spread 

exceeding 2.00%
– Not more than 5% of the Momentum Reference 

Portfolio with credit default swap spreads exceeding 
1.50%
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North America

Europe

Asia ex Japan

Latin America

Australia/NZ

Japan

Africa

Rating Distribution Region Breakdown

BBBBBB+A-AA+AA-AAAAA

BBB-

S & P COUNTRY 
DISTRIBUTION

Australia 3.1%
Bermuda 1.1%
Britain 8.2%
Canada 0.4%
France 4.9%
Germany 2.9%
Greece 1.0%
Hong Kong 1.7%
Iceland 1.5%
India 0.4%
Italy 2.8%
Japan 5.3%
Malaysia 0.9%
Mexico 1.9%
Netherlands 4.7%
New Zealand 1.0%
Portugal 1.5%
South Africa 0.7%
South Korea 3.1%
Spain 2.2%
Sweden 2.1%
Switzerland 2.6%
Taiwan 1.0%
United States 45.1%

Source: Complied by the Arranger from S&P data relating to each Index Entity as at 2 May 2006 or S&P’s rating (or Moody’s 
equivalent) as of 2 May 2006 

MOMENTUM REFERENCE PORTFOLIO 

S & P INDUSTRY 

Telecommunications 15.0%
Insurance 14.3%
Financial Intermediaries 8.7%
Publishing 6.1%
Utilities 5.4%
Beverage & Tobacco 4.9%

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

No. of Credits 120
Diversity Score 52
Maturity 6.5
Portfolio Avg Rating A-
Average Exposure 0.83%
Maximum Exposure 1.50%

Business equipment 
& services

4.8%

Conglomerates 3.9%
Air transport 3.4%
Chemical & Plastic 3.3%
Food products 2.7%
Retailers (except food & drug) 2.7%
Building & Development 2.6%
Oil & gas 2.5%
Automotive 2.1%
Electronics/electrical 1.9%
Lodging & casinos 1.8%
Equipment leasing 1.5%
Brokers, Dealers 
& Investment houses

1.5%

Healthcare 1.3%
Forest products 1.2%
Sovereign 1.1%
Clothing/textiles 1.0%
Surface transport 1.0%
Leisure goods/activities/
movies

1.0%

REITs and REOCs 0.9%
Steel 0.9%
Containers & glass products 0.8%
Home furnishings 0.8%
Food service 0.7%
Nonferrous metals/minerals 0.4%

120 CORPORATE CREDITS

AVERAGE RATING: A-

MIN RATING: Baa3/BBB-

AA TRANCHE 
4.8% - 5.8%
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SUBSTITUTION

The Issuer reserves the right to substitute up to 10% of the entities in the Momentum Reference Portfolio prior to the 
Issue Date, provided that: 

(i) it will be in compliance with the constraints described above (Rating – Diversifi cation – Spreads); and 

(ii) it will not have an adverse effect on the credit rating assigned (or expected to be assigned) to the Momentum Notes 
by S&P. 

However, following the Issue Date, the composition of the entities in the Momentum Reference Portfolio will not be 
altered by the Issuer and will only change in very limited circumstances (for example, if one or more of the entities 
merges or consolidates with another entity).

EXPECTED CREDIT RATING OF MOMENTUM NOTES RELATIVE TO OTHER WELL KNOWN NZ ISSUERS

S&P Credit Rating
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MOMENTUM REFERENCE PORTFOLIO ENTITIES (AS AT 2 MAY 2006)

Company Name
Moody’s
Rating

S&P
Rating

Standard & Poor’s Sector Country
Weight 

(%)

AB Electrolux Baa1 BBB+ Home furnishings Sweden 0.40%
Acom Co Ltd A2 BBB+ Financial intermediaries Japan 1.50%
Aiful Corp Baa2 BBB+ Financial intermediaries Japan 1.50%
Alltel Corporation A2 A- Telecommunications United States 1.50%
Altadis, S.A. Baa1 BBB+ Beverage & Tobacco Spain 1.50%
Altria Group, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Beverage & Tobacco United States 1.50%
Amcor Limited Baa1 BBB Containers & glass products Australia 0.40%
Autostrade S.p.A. A3 A Utilities Italy 1.50%
AutoZone, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Retailers (except food & drug) United States 1.50%
BAA Plc Baa1 A Air Transport Britain 1.50%
Belo Corp Baa3 BBB Leisure goods/activities/movies United States 0.40%
Berkshire Hathaway Aaa AAA Conglomerates United States 1.50%
Block Financial Corporation A3 NR Business equipment & services United States 0.40%
BorgWarner, Inc. Baa2 A- Automotive United States 0.40%
Boston Scientifi c Corporation Baa3 BBB+ Health Care United States 0.40%
British Telecommunications public 
limited company

Baa1 A- Telecommunications Britain 1.50%

Brookfi eld Asset Management Inc Baa3 A- Building & Development Canada 0.40%
Carnival Corporation A3 A- Lodging & casinos United States 0.68%
Cathay Financial Holding Co., Ltd. Baa1 A- Financial intermediaries Taiwan 1.01%
Cendant Corporation Baa1 BBB+ Lodging & casinos United States 1.10%
Centrica Plc A2 A Utilities Britain 1.24%
CNF Inc. Baa3 BBB Surface transport United States 0.40%
CNOOC Ltd A2 A- Oil & Gas Hong Kong 0.60%
Compagnia Assicuratrice Unipol S.p.A. Baa1 A- Insurance Italy 0.40%
Compass Group Plc Baa2 BBB+ Food Service Britain 0.66%
Computer Sciences Corporation A3 A Business equipment & services United States 1.50%
ConAgra Foods, Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Food products United States 0.44%
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc. A3 A Financial intermediaries United States 0.40%
DaimlerChrysler AG A3 BBB Automotive Germany 0.40%
Deutsche Telekom AG A3 A- Telecommunications Germany 1.07%
Eastman Chemical Company Baa2 BBB Chemicals & plastics United States 0.40%
ESSENT N.V. A2 A+ Utilities Netherlands 0.58%
Financial Guaranty Insurance Company NR AAA Insurance United States 0.79%
Financial Security Assurance Inc. NR AAA Insurance United States 0.40%
France Telecom A3 A- Telecommunications France 1.09%
Gannett Co., Inc. A2 A Publishing United States 0.91%
Gas Natural SDG, S.A. NR A+ Utilities Spain 0.71%
General Electric Capital Corporation Aaa AAA Conglomerates United States 0.73%
Genworth Financial Inc A2 A Insurance United States 0.46%
Glencore International AG Baa3 BBB- Nonferrous metals/minerals Switzerland 0.40%
H.J. Heinz Company Baa1 A- Food products United States 1.37%
Hannover Rueckversicherungs-AG AA- Insurance Germany 1.41%
Hellenic Telecommunications 
Organization S.A.

A3 BBB+ Telecommunications Greece 0.96%

Hutchison Whampoa Limited A3 A- Conglomerates Hong Kong 1.06%
International Paper Company Baa3 BBB Forest products United States 0.40%
Kaupthing Bunadarbanki HF A1 NR Financial intermediaries Iceland 1.50%
Kelda Group Plc A3 A Utilities Britain 0.60%
Koninklijke DSM N.V. A2 A- Chemicals & plastics Netherlands 0.58%
Koninklijke KPN N.V. Baa2 BBB+ Telecommunications Netherlands 1.50%
Kookmin Bank A3 A- Financial intermediaries South Korea 0.56%
Korea Telecom A3 A- Telecommunications South Korea 0.73%
Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. A1 A+ Financial intermediaries United States 0.66%
Lennar Corporation Baa2 BBB Building & Development United States 0.40%
Liberty Mutual Group, Inc. Baa3 BBB Insurance United States 0.40%
Limited Brands, Inc. Baa2 BBB Retailers (except food & drug) United States 0.40%
Loews Corporation Baa1 A Conglomerates United States 0.59%
Malayan Banking Berhad Baa1 A- Brokers, Dealers & Investment 

Houses
Malaysia 0.89%

Manor Care, Inc. Baa3 BBB Health Care United States 0.40%
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MBIA Inc. Aa2 AA Insurance United States 1.50%
MDC Holdings, Inc. Baa3 BBB- Building & Development United States 0.40%
MeadWestvaco Corporation Baa2 BBB Forest products United States 0.40%
MGIC Investment Corporation A1 A Insurance United States 1.03%
Newell Rubbermaid Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Home furnishings United States 0.40%
Next Plc Baa2 BBB Retailers (except food & drug) Britain 0.40%
Nuon NV A2 A+ Utilities Netherlands 0.76%
Odyssey Re Holdings Corp. Baa3 BBB- Insurance United States 1.47%
Omnicom Group Inc. Baa1 A- Business equipment & services United States 0.85%
ORIX Corporation Baa1 A- Equipment leasing Japan 1.10%
Petroleos Mexicanos Baa1 BBB Oil & Gas Mexico 1.50%
Portugal Telecom International Finance 
B.V.

Baa1 BBB+ Telecommunications Portugal 1.50%

POSCO A2 A- Steel South Korea 0.86%
PPG Industries, Inc. A2 A Chemicals & plastics United States 0.69%
Promise Co Ltd A2 BBB+ Financial intermediaries Japan 0.75%
Pulte Homes, Inc. Baa3 BBB Building & Development United States 0.40%
Qantas Airways Limited Baa1 BBB+ Air Transport Australia 0.80%
R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company Baa2 A- Publishing United States 1.38%
Radian Group Inc. A2 A Insurance United States 1.14%
Radioshack Corporation Baa2 BBB- Retailers (except food & drug) United States 0.40%
Reliance Industries Limited Baa2 BBB Oil & Gas India 0.44%
Republic of South Africa Baa1 BBB+ Sovereign South Africa 0.72%
Reuters Group Plc A3 A- Business equipment & services Britain 0.53%
Rexam Plc Baa3 BBB Containers & glass products Britain 0.40%
RPM International, Inc. Baa3 BBB Chemicals & plastics United States 0.40%
Ryder System, Inc. Baa1 BBB+ Equipment leasing United States 0.40%
Ryland Group Baa3 BBB- Building & Development United States 0.40%
Sabre Holdings Corporation Baa3 BBB Business equipment & services United States 1.50%
Sara Lee Corporation A3 BBB+ Food products United States 0.93%
Scania AB (publ) NR A- Automotive Sweden 0.88%
Schneider Electric SA NR A Electronics/electrical France 0.40%
SCOR Baa3 A- Insurance France 0.89%
SK Telecom Co., Ltd. A2 A Telecommunications South Korea 0.99%
Southwest Airlines Co. Baa1 A Air Transport United States 1.10%
Swedish Match AB Baa1 A- Beverage & Tobacco Sweden 0.84%
Swiss Reinsurance Company A1 AA Insurance Switzerland 1.13%
Takefuji Corp Baa1 BBB Financial intermediaries Japan 0.45%
Telecom Corporation of New Zealand 
Limited

A2 A Telecommunications New Zealand 0.98%

Telecom Italia S.p.A. Baa2 BBB+ Telecommunications Italy 0.86%
Telstra Corporation Limited A2 A Telecommunications Australia 1.00%
Temple-Inland Inc. Baa3 BBB Forest products United States 0.43%
The Bear Stearns Companies Inc. A1 A Brokers, Dealers & Investment 

Houses
United States 0.57%

The New York Times Company A2 A Publishing United States 1.21%
The PMI Group, Inc. A1 A Insurance United States 1.08%
The Sherwin-Williams Company A3 A- Chemicals & plastics United States 1.19%
Thomson Baa2 BBB Electronics/electrical France 1.50%
Time Warner Inc. Baa2 BBB+ Leisure goods/activities/movies United States 0.61%
TNT N.V. A3 A- Surface transport Netherlands 0.57%
Tribune Company A3 A- Publishing United States 1.37%
Unibail A3 A- Building & Development France 0.57%
United Dominion Realty Trust, Inc. Baa2 BBB Financial intermediaries United States 0.40%
United Mexican States Baa1 BBB Sovereign Mexico 0.40%
UNIVERSAL HEALTH SERVICES, INC. Baa3 BBB Health Care United States 0.46%
UST Inc. A3 A Beverage & Tobacco United States 1.11%
V.F. Corporation A3 A- Clothing/textiles United States 1.03%
Valeo Baa1 NR Automotive France 0.40%
Viacom Inc. Baa3 BBB Publishing United States 0.49%
Vodafone Group Public Limited 
Company

A2 A+ Telecommunications Britain 1.32%

Westfi eld Management Limited (as the 
Responsible Entity for Westfi eld Trust)

NR A- REITs and REOCs Australia 0.88%

Wolters Kluwer N.V. Baa1 BBB+ Publishing Netherlands 0.71%
XL Capital Ltd A3 A- Insurance Bermuda 1.12%
Zurich Insurance Company Baa1 A+ Insurance Switzerland 1.07%



The directors of the Issuer may be contacted at the 
following addresses:

Le Masurier House
La Rue Le Masurier
St Helier
Jersey JE2 4YE
Channel Islands 

or

C/- Chapman Tripp
Optimation House
1-13 Grey Street
Wellington
New Zealand

FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE ISSUER

The Issuer will have only nominal net assets, and is not 
expected to earn anything more than nominal profi ts 
after payment of fees and expenses. 

It will rely on various service providers (including the 
Calculation Agent and the Administrator) to provide 
services to enable it to perform its obligations in 
connection with the Credit SaILS. 

The obligations of the Issuer under the Credit SaILS are 
not guaranteed by Forsyth Barr, Forsyth Barr Group, 
S&P, New Zealand Permanent Trustees, Link Market 
Services, CALYON, Calyon Hong Kong, MFL, MFJL or 
any other person. 

OTHER ISSUES OF CREDIT SaILS

The Issuer may issue further series of Credit SaILS or 
other securities after this issue of Credit SaILS. 

WHAT IS THE SECURITY FOR 
CREDIT SaILS?

The Security Trustee holds a fi rst ranking charge and 
security interest over the Collateral, the Issuer’s rights 
under the Total Return Swap, the Custody Agreement, the 
Series 2006-1 Acquisition Agreement, the Registration 
and Paying Agency Agreement and any funds held by 
the Registrar on behalf of the Issuer (defi ned as the 
“Secured Property”). Claims of, inter alia, Noteholders 
are limited in recourse to the Secured Property and 
Noteholders (and the Security Trustee on their behalf) 
will have recourse to no other assets of the Issuer.

3.2 WHO IS INVOLVED IN 
PROVIDING IT FOR ME?

WHO IS THE ISSUER OF THE 
CREDIT SaILS?

This Offer is being made by Credit Sail Limited (the 
“Issuer”) a company incorporated in George Town, 
Cayman Islands. 

The Issuer was incorporated under the Companies Law of 
the Cayman Islands (2004 Revision) on 29 March 2006. 
It is a new company and has not carried on any business 
as at the date of this Investment Statement. The Issuer’s 
registered offi ce is located at: 

Credit Sail Limited
C/- Maples Finance Limited
Queensgate House
PO Box 1093GT
South Church Street
George Town
Grand Cayman
Cayman Islands 

Address for service in New Zealand: 

C/- Chapman Tripp
Optimation House
1-13 Grey Street
Wellington
New Zealand
 

THE DIRECTORS OF THE ISSUER

Colin Andrew Borman 
(BEng (Hons), Member of the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales)
Senior Vice President, Maples Finance Jersey Limited
Jersey, Channel Islands 

Mark Wanless 
(BSc (Hons), Member of the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales)
Vice President, Maples Finance Jersey Limited
Jersey, Channel Islands 
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THE PROMOTER _ CALYON HONG KONG 
LIMITED

Calyon Hong Kong Limited is the Promoter (“Calyon 
Hong Kong”). Calyon Hong Kong is a company 
incorporated in Hong Kong in 1989 whose registered 
offi ce is at 27/F, Two Pacifi c Place, 88 Queensway, Hong 
Kong. The principal shareholder of Calyon Hong Kong is 
Indosuez Finance Hong Kong Limited, and the nature of 
its business is investments.

The directors of the Promoter are Pierre Jean Daniel 
Trecourt and Herve Jean Nicolas Martin. 

The Promoter and the directors of the Promoter may be 
contacted at the following addresses:

27/F, Two Pacifi c Place
88 Queensway
Hong Kong 

or:

C/- Chapman Tripp
Optimation House
1-13 Grey Street
Wellington
New Zealand

LEAD MANAGER AND ORGANISING 
PARTICIPANT _ FORSYTH BARR LIMITED

Forsyth Barr is the Lead Manager and Organising 
Participant of the Offer. 

Forsyth Barr has been operating in New Zealand since 
1936 and is one of New Zealand’s leading investment 
advisory, sharebroking and investment banking fi rms. 

Forsyth Barr is located at: 
Forsyth Barr Limited
Forsyth Barr House
The Octagon
Private Bag 1999
Dunedin
New Zealand 

THE UNDERWRITER _ 
FORSYTH BARR GROUP LIMITED 

Forsyth Barr Group Limited is the Underwriter and is 
located at: 
Forsyth Barr Group Limited
Forsyth Barr House
The Octagon
Private Bag 1999
Dunedin
New Zealand 

THE SECURITY TRUSTEE _ NEW ZEALAND 
PERMANENT TRUSTEES LIMITED 

New Zealand Permanent Trustees Limited is the Security 
Trustee and is located at: 

141 Willis Street
PO Box 5067
Wellington
New Zealand 

THE REGISTRAR _ LINK MARKET 
SERVICES LIMITED

Link Market Services Limited is Registrar and Paying 
Agent. It is a leading provider of company registry 
services in New Zealand. 

Link Market Services Limited is located at: 
138 Tancred Street
Ashburton
New Zealand
0800 377 388

THE ADMINISTRATOR _ MAPLES FINANCE 
JERSEY LIMITED

Maples Finance Jersey Limited (“MFJL”) is a licensed 
trust company in Jersey, Channel Islands. MFJL 
provides management and administration services to 
Jersey and Cayman Islands companies, and provides 
a comprehensive service offering expert management, 
control and administration of special purpose vehicles 
and is responsible for providing certain corporate 
administration services to the Issuer for the term of the 
Credit SaILS. 

Maples Finance Jersey Limited is located at: 

Le Masurier House
La Rue Le Masurier
St Helier
Jersey JE2 4YE
Channel Islands 
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3.3. HOW MUCH DO I PAY?

Investors in Credit SaILS must pay to the Issuer the Issue 
Price of $1.00 in full on application for each Credit 
SaILS subscribed for by them. Applications to subscribe 
for Credit SaILS must be made on the Application Form 
that accompanies this Investment Statement and must 
be for a minimum principal amount of $5,000 for which 
application is made. Investments exceeding this amount 
must be in multiples of $1,000.

Payment should be made by cheque for immediate value 
and for the full amount of Credit SaILS for which the 
application is made. Cheques must not be post-dated, and 
should be made payable to “Credit SaILS Offer”, crossed 
“Not Transferable” and sent, together with a completed 
Application Form, to the Issuer, care of the Registrar, 
Link Market Services Limited, at the address set out 
below. Applications must be received by the Registrar 
no later than 5.00pm on the Closing Date (being 9 June 
2006, unless extended).

Credit Sail Limited
C/- Link Market Services Limited
138 Tancred Street
Ashburton
New Zealand

Applications for Credit SaILS may be lodged with an 
NZX Firm, the Organising Participant (being also the 
Lead Manager) or through any other channel approved 
by NZX, in time for such applications to be received 
by the Registrar prior to the Closing Date. Applications 
received after the Closing Date may be accepted at the 
discretion of the Issuer (in consultation with the Lead 
Manager and the Underwriter). 

Applications from clients of the Lead Manager and other 
NZX Firms who have received a fi rm allocation must be 
lodged with the broker through which the fi rm allocation 
was obtained, in suffi cient time for such application to 
be received by the Registrar prior to the Closing Date. 
Under the Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 
the Issuer is required to verify the identity of applicants. 
If an applicant does not use an NZX Firm and sends a 
cheque to the Registrar which is not from the applicant’s 
account, the Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf) is 
required to verify the identity of the applicant. In the 
event of delay or failure on the part of the applicant 
in producing any information required for verifi cation 
purposes, the Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf) may 
refuse to accept any application, in which case any funds 
received will be returned to the applicant. 

Application monies will be banked into a trust account 
maintained by the Registrar. Interest will be paid from 
(and including) the date application monies are paid 
into, or credited to, that account up to (but excluding) 
the Issue Date or the refund date (as the case may be), 
calculated at the Offi cial Cash Rate. Interest and any 
refund of application monies will be paid to applicants 
within fi ve Business Days of the Closing Date, or the 
date the Offer is withdrawn. 
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3.4 WHAT ARE THE CHARGES?

An investor is not required to pay any entry or application 
fees or other charges in relation to this Offer, other than 
the Issue Price for each Credit SaILS. If a Noteholder 
subsequently sells Credit SaILS, the selling price may 
(depending on market conditions) be less than (or greater 
than) the Issue Price, and that Noteholder may be liable 
for brokerage fees relating to that sale calculated in 
accordance with the practices of the NZX Firm chosen.

A Management Fee of 0.75% per annum of the Nominal 
Amount will be debited from the Notional Cash Deposit 
and paid quarterly to the Swap Counterparty. A Protection 
Fee of 0.04% per year of the Credit Portfolio Notional 
Amount will be debited from the Notional Cash Deposit 
and paid quarterly to the Swap Counterparty.

An establishment fee of $8,000 is payable to the Security 
Trustee. An ongoing annual fee of 0.02% of the aggregate 
Principal Amount of the Credit SaILS issued is payable 
to the Security Trustee, with a minimum annual fee of 
$12,500 p.a. The fees of the Security Trustee are payable 
by CALYON (as Arranger) on behalf of the Issuer. 

An initial documentation fee of US$6,500 is payable 
to the Administrator. An annual fee of US$8,500 (plus 
accounting fees at rates to be agreed by the Arranger) 
is payable to the Administrator for the provision by it 
of corporate administration services to the Issuer. The 
Administrator is also reimbursed for its out-of-pocket 
expenses incurred in providing the services under the 
Administration Agreement.

3.5 WHAT RETURNS 
WILL I GET?

The information set out in this Section must be read in 
conjunction with the information set out in Section 3.6 
(“What are my risks?”). Certain events could reduce 
or eliminate the returns expected to be derived from 
investing in Credit SaILS. 

Returns from an investment in Credit SaILS will comprise 
the payment of interest on the Principal Amount of the 
Credit SaILS, and repayment of the Principal Amount 
at maturity together with any Redemption Premium. 
Returns may also encompass any gain (or loss) in the 
value of Credit SaILS that is realised by a sale in the 
secondary market prior to maturity. 

A Noteholder who sells Credit SaILS before maturity is 
not entitled to receive any payment of interest or the 
repayment of the Principal Amount at maturity after the 
buyer’s name is recorded in the Register for Credit SaILS 
as the holder. 

Because the total returns on the Credit SaILS may 
be reduced as a result of the occurrence of Credit 
Events in the Credit Strategy undertaken by the Swap 
Counterparty or may be increased by any surplus Net 
Asset Value at maturity, it is not possible as at the date of 
this Investment Statement to estimate the exact amount 
of returns Noteholders will receive and, therefore, such 
amount cannot be promised by the Issuer. See Section 3.6 
(“What are my risks?”). 

Return (%)

14%
12%10%8%6%4%2%

0%

32%

28%

24%

20%

16%

12%

8%

4%

0%

ANNUALISED SIMULATED RETURN

Source: Compiled by CALYON from Bloomberg data. 

9  CALYON has confi rmed that it has given and has not withdrawn its consent to the distribution of this Investment Statement with the simulation 
results included in the form and context in which each of them is included. CALYON is not (and does not intend to be) a director, offi cer or 
employee of the Issuer.  CALYON’s only relationship to the Issuer in respect of the simulations was as an expert adviser and it has not acted as an 
expert adviser for any other purpose.  CALYON is acting as the Arranger in respect of the Offer and the Swap Counterparty and the Calculation 
Agent under the Total Return Swap.  These and other roles are described in more detail on page 48.
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MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION

The diagram below shows the results of a Monte-Carlo 
simulation analysis by CALYON (as Arranger) in relation 
to Credit SaILS (as at 2 May 2006).9 

A Monte-Carlo simulation consists of launching 100,000 
simulations assuming credit spread volatility of 20% 
(historical average) and computing the return of the 
Credit SaILS. This Monte-Carlo simulation produces an 
average total return (net of fees) of 10.03% per annum 
and an interest payment probability of 96.01% (both of 
which are subject to the assumptions and qualifi cations 
set out below). Actual returns may be more or less than 
the simulated outcome.

TOTAL RETURN
AVERAGE IRR

10.03% P.a

INTEREST PAYMENT 

PROBABILITY
96.01% PAID

MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS: 

Portfolio Weighted 
Average Spread: 

The portfolio weighted average 
spread follows a log normal 
mean reversion process with 
deterministic volatility and 
a constant jump to simulate 
defaults.
Current spread levels of 0.35% 
(on average across both Indices) 
with 20%* annual volatility.

Total Portfolio 
Loss Rate: 

0.40%** applied evenly during 
the life of the Credit SaILS.

Interest Rate: Current market projections 
(as presented in the table to the 
right***) of future New Zealand 
swap interest rates as implied 
by the New Zealand forward 
yield curve are realised. 

Collateral: No loss on the redemption of 
the Collateral.

*  Source: Implied volatility of Merrill Lynch (“ECCOSP”) and JP 
Morgan (“JMAM”) spread Indices

**  Source: Expected Loss is derived from “Default and Recovery Rates 
of Corporate Bond Issuers 1920-2005, Moody’s Investors Service 
Inc., January 2006”

*** Source: Compiled by the Arranger from Bloomberg data

MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION QUALIFICATIONS: 

Investors should be aware that the Monte-Carlo simulation 
is a fi nancial projection based on the above assumptions 
and is indicative only, and no party, including the Issuer, 
Calyon Hong Kong or CALYON represents, warrants or 
guarantees that the simulated outcomes or returns will 
be achieved by the Noteholders. The information on the 
Monte-Carlo simulation is intended to be a short description 
of the Monte-Carlo methodology and is not intended to be 
a complete or detailed analysis of the Monte-Carlo analysis, 
or the assumptions or mathematical formulas upon which 
it is based. Actual results and returns may be different from 
the simulated outcomes as the simulation does not take into 
account extreme market situations, which could produce 
a lower total return compared to the results generated by 
the simulation which was based on historical data. The 
differences may be material. All information relating to the 
simulation is obtained by CALYON from sources that are 
publicly available and believed by it to be accurate and 
reliable as at 2 May 2006, when the simulation was run. 
Running the simulation at a different date could produce 
materially different results to the extent that any one or 
more of the “input” variables change, including but not 
limited to, changes in the assumptions set out above. 

TERM RATE

3 MONTH BANK BILL RATE 7.49%

6 MONTH BANK BILL RATE 7.48%

1 YEAR SWAP RATE 7.31%

2 YEAR SWAP RATE 6.95%

3 YEAR SWAP RATE 6.77%

4 YEAR SWAP RATE 6.66%

5 YEAR SWAP RATE 6.61%

6 YEAR SWAP RATE 6.60%
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HISTORICAL BACK-TESTING QUALIFICATIONS

Historical performance does not necessarily predict 
future performance. Actual results and returns may be 
different from the simulated outcomes as the simulation 
does not take into account extreme market situations, 
which could produce a lower total return compared to 
the results generated by the simulation which was based 
on historical data. The differences may be material.

INTEREST

The Issuer will pay interest to the Noteholder, calculated 
on a daily basis, from (and including) the Issue Date to 
(but excluding) the Scheduled Maturity Date (see Section 
3.6 (“What are my risks?”)).

The fi xed interest rate of Credit SaILS is 8.50% per annum. 
Interest is payable in respect of each Credit SaILS, for 

HISTORICAL BACK-TESTING BETWEEN APRIL 2001 

AND APRIL 2006

The diagram above shows the returns that could have 
been achieved had Credit SaILS been issued in the 6.5 
years prior to the period between April 2001 and April 
2006. 

The highest and lowest Internal Rate of Return achieved 
by Credit SaILS would have been 14.4% and 5.1% 
respectively. 

HISTORICAL BACK-TESTING ASSUMPTIONS

Total Portfolio Loss Rate: 0.40%* applied evenly during 
the life of the Credit SaILS.

Collateral: No loss on the redemption of 
the Collateral.

*Source:  Bloomberg for Interest Rate. Merrill Lynch (“ECCOSP”) 
and JP Morgan (“JMAM”) for spread Indices. Expected Loss is 
derived from “Default and Recovery Rates of Corporate Bond Issuers 
1920-2005, Moody’s Investors Service Inc., January 2006”

HIGHEST IRR

14.4%

LOWEST IRR
5.1%

AVERAGE LIFE
4.5Y

LOSS RATE

0.4%
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each full year, in four equal quarterly instalments, at 
the applicable interest rate on the outstanding Principal 
Amount of each Credit SaILS. The amount of interest 
payable on the fi rst Interest Payment Date (22 September 
2006) will be an unequal instalment being a different 
number of days from a normal quarterly period. The 
interest payable to Noteholders may be suspended 
during the term of Credit SaILS in certain circumstances 
(see Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”)).

The fi rst Interest Payment Date is 22 September 2006 
and thereafter subsequent equal interest payments will 
be made in arrears on each of 22 March, 22 June, 22 
September and 22 December in each year during the 
term of the Credit SaILS, and on the Scheduled Maturity 
Date or any earlier or later Maturity Date. 

The Issuer is the only person liable to pay interest or 
principal on the Credit SaILS. No other person, including 
Forsyth Barr, Forsyth Barr Group, S&P, New Zealand 
Permanent Trustees, Link Market Services, MFJL, MFL, 
Calyon Hong Kong, or CALYON guarantees the payment 
of interest or principal on the Credit SaILS.

Interest will be payable on each Interest Payment Date 
to the Noteholder entered in the Register for Credit 
SaILS as at the Record Date immediately preceding that 
Interest Payment Date. The Principal Amount plus any 
Redemption Premium will be payable to the Noteholders 
on the Scheduled Maturity Date (which may be shortened 
or lengthened – see Section 3.6 of this Investment 
Statement (“What are my risks?”) and Section 8.1 of the 
Offer Document).

ALTERATION TO RETURNS

The term of the Credit SaILS is 6.5 years, although the term 
may be shortened or lengthened (see Section 3.6 of this 
Investment Statement (“What are my risks”) and Section 
8.1 of the Offer Document). At the end of this term, the 
outstanding Principal Amount plus any Redemption 
Premium will be repaid to the Noteholder at that time. 
The Issuer is the only person liable to make repayment of 
the Principal Amount and any Redemption Premium. 

No other person, including Forsyth Barr, Forsyth Barr 
Group, S&P, New Zealand Permanent Trustees, Link 
Market Services, MFJL, MFL, Calyon Hong Kong, or 
CALYON, guarantees repayment of the Principal Amount 
of, and any Redemption Premium or interest on, the 
Credit SaILS.

KEY FACTORS DETERMINING RETURNS 

The key factors that will determine returns to Noteholders 
include: 

− the performance by the Issuer of its obligations as 
issuer of Credit SaILS; 

− whether there are any Credit Strategy Losses incurred 
by the Issuer. Credit Strategy Losses may result in 
income on the Total Return Swap being suspended 
in a particular period, thereby directly affecting the 
payment of interest on the Credit SaILS; 

− the amounts received by the Issuer are linked to the 
amounts it receives under the Total Return Swap, 
which amounts are linked to the credit risk of the 
Index Entities. Those payments, as well as income 
earned on the Notional Cash Deposit, are the sole 
source of the Issuer’s ability to make the interest 
payments due on the Credit SaILS; 

− the price at which Credit SaILS may be sold on the 
secondary market, which may fl uctuate in response 
to a number of factors. See Section 3.6 (“What are 
my risks?”); 

− each Noteholder’s individual circumstances for tax 
purposes; and 

− the other risks identifi ed in Section 3.6 (“What are 
my risks?”). 

TAXATION

NEW ZEALAND TAXATION 

The information set out below is designed to be a general 
summary of certain New Zealand tax implications 
of holding Credit SaILS and is not (and should not be 
construed as) New Zealand taxation advice, or a complete 
summary of all of the New Zealand tax consequences 
relevant to any investor. The information in this part is, 
to the knowledge of the Issuer, correct as at the date of 
this Investment Statement under current New Zealand 
taxation laws. Taxation laws are subject to change, and 
any changes may materially affect an investor’s tax 
position with respect to an investment in Credit SaILS. 
Each investor should seek qualifi ed independent fi nancial 
and taxation advice before deciding to invest. 

In respect of any Noteholders who are resident in New 
Zealand for New Zealand income tax purposes, interest 
and any Redemption Premium paid to such Noteholders 
will be assessable income. Certain types of Noteholders 
will be required to spread any such assessable income 
over the life of the Credit SaILS under New Zealand’s 
“fi nancial arrangements” rules. Therefore, it is possible 
that those Noteholders will be deemed to derive those 
amounts for income tax purposes (and consequently be 
required to pay income tax on those amounts) before 
those amounts are received in cash. 
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The Issuer (or the Paying Agent, if applicable) shall deduct 
or withhold any New Zealand withholding taxes which 
it is required to deduct or withhold under New Zealand 
law from any payment made or credited to the account 
of a Noteholder. In particular, the Paying Agent (as agent 
for the Issuer) shall deduct resident withholding tax from 
any such payments made to any Noteholder who is: 

• resident in New Zealand for New Zealand income 
tax purposes; or 

• not resident in New Zealand for New Zealand 
income tax purposes, but is engaged in business in 
New Zealand through a fi xed establishment in New 
Zealand, 

unless such Noteholder provides the Paying Agent with a 
valid certifi cate of exemption. Withholding tax may also 
be deducted from any payment made or credited to the 
account of joint Noteholders where one or more of those 
persons is resident in New Zealand. Neither the Issuer, the 
Paying Agent, nor any other party shall be under any 
obligation to gross up any such payment to compensate 
or reimburse any Noteholder for such deductions or 
withholdings. 

CAYMAN ISLANDS TAXATION 

The following is a discussion of certain Cayman Islands 
income tax consequences of an investment in Credit 
SaILS. The discussion is a general summary of present 
law, which is subject to prospective and retroactive 
change. It is not intended as tax advice, does not 
consider any investor’s particular circumstances, and 
does not consider tax consequences other than those 
arising under Cayman Islands law. 

Under existing Cayman Islands Laws: 

(i) payments of interest and principal on the Credit 
SaILS will not be subject to taxation in the Cayman 
Islands and no withholding will be required on the 
payment of interest and principal on the Credit 
SaILS nor will gains derived from the disposal of the 
Credit SaILS be subject to Cayman Islands income or 
corporation tax. The Cayman Islands currently have 
no income, corporation or capital gains tax and no 
estate duty, inheritance tax or gift tax.

(ii) no stamp duty is payable in respect of the issue of 
the Credit SaILS. An instrument of transfer in respect 
of a note is stampable if executed in or brought into 
the Cayman Islands. 

The Issuer has been incorporated under the laws of the 
Cayman Islands as an exempted company and, as such, 
has applied for and expects to obtain an undertaking from 
the Governor in Cabinet of the Cayman Islands in the 
following form:

THE TAX CONCESSIONS LAW 

1999 REVISION 

UNDERTAKING AS TO TAX CONCESSIONS

In accordance with the provision of Section 6 of The Tax 
Concession Law (1999 Revision), the Governor in Cabinet 
undertakes with Credit Sail Limited “the Company”.

1 That no law which is hereafter enacted in the Islands 
imposing any tax to be levied on profi ts, income, 
gains or appreciations shall apply to the Company or 
its operations; and

2 In addition, that no tax to be levied on profi ts, income, 
gains or appreciations or which is in the nature of 
estate duty or inheritance tax shall be payable:

2.1 on or in respect of the shares, debentures or other 
obligations of the Company; or

2.2 by way of the withholding in whole or part, of 
any relevant payment as defi ned in Section 6(3) 
of the Tax Concessions Law (1999 Revision).

3 These concessions shall be for a period of twenty years 
from the date of the Undertaking. 

JERSEY TAXATION

The Issuer is deemed to be tax resident in Jersey by virtue 
of having board level control in Jersey. As a result, the 
Issuer has applied for and has been or may be expected to 
be granted Exempt Company status. Jersey law provides 
that an Exempt Company shall be: 

(i) treated for all the purposes of the income tax law as 
not resident in Jersey; and 

(ii) exempt from income tax on the profi ts of a trade, 
unless that trade is carried on through ‘an established 
place of business’ in Jersey. 

Holders of Credit SaILS (other than residents of Jersey) are 
not subject to any tax in Jersey in respect of the holding, 
sale or other disposition of Credit SaILS. Payments of 
interest and principal on the Credit SaILS may be made 
by the Issuer without withholding or deduction for or on 
account of Jersey income tax. 
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To maintain Exempt Company status, the Issuer must 
make an annual fi ling electing such status and pay an 
exempt company fee currently levied at £600 per annum. 
The Administrator has agreed to make such fi ling and 
payment annually so as to maintain such Exempt 
Company status. In addition, the Issuer is prohibited from 
offering or selling securities to be purchased or held by 
persons resident for income tax purposes in Jersey. 

On 3 June 2003, the European Union (“EU”) Council 
of Economic and Finance Ministers reached political 
agreement on the adoption of a Code of Conduct on 
Business Taxation with the State of Jersey. Jersey is 
not a member of the EU but the Policy and Resources 
Committee of the State of Jersey has announced that, in 
keeping with Jersey’s policy of constructive international 
engagement, it intends to propose legislation to replace 
the Jersey Exempt Company regime by the end of 2008 
with a general zero rate of corporate tax. It is intended that 
the new corporate tax will preserve tax neutrality (and 
so retain the existing benefi ts of the Exempt Company 
regime through a revised fi scal structure). Unlike the 
Exempt Company regime, it is anticipated that the new 
regime will not require an annual application/election 
of the payment of any sum by the relevant company to 
acquire or maintain “Exempt Company” status. 

No stamp duties are payable in Jersey on the acquisition, 
ownership, redemption, sale or other disposition of the 
Credit SaILS. 

3.6 WHAT ARE MY RISKS?

An investment in Credit SaILS carries a number of risks 
that may adversely affect the payment of interest on the 
Credit SaILS and the return of the Principal Amount of the 
Credit SaILS, including the payment of any Redemption 
Premium. 

These same risks may also adversely affect the price at 
which Credit SaILS trade on the NZDX Market. 

Each investor will need to consider carefully whether 
Credit SaILS are suitable for their investment purposes. 
Each investor should consider the risks described below, 
as well as other information contained in this Investment 
Statement. Some of the risks associated with Credit SaILS 
apply to all investments, and some risks are specifi c to 
Credit SaILS. 

GENERAL RISKS

The following are some of the general risks associated 
with investing in Credit SaILS: 

• changes in general economic conditions in the United 
States, Europe and elsewhere that adversely affect 
the performance (i.e. the credit spreads) of entities in 
the two underlying Indices and the performance of 
entities in the Momentum Reference Portfolio;

• changes in New Zealand interest rates affecting the 
price at which Credit SaILS may be traded;

• changes in New Zealand and Cayman Islands laws, 
including monetary policies and tax laws; 

• the occurrence of an unforeseen event or force majeure 
that has an adverse impact on the operation of the 
New Zealand fi nancial and securities market. 

SPECIFIC RISKS

There are a number of specifi c risks that investors should 
be aware of when deciding whether to invest in Credit 
SaILS. 

MOMENTUM NOTES

As noted in Section 2.2 (“How do Credit SaILS Work?”), 
the Issuer will invest the proceeds of the issue of the Credit 
SaILS in acquiring a corresponding value of 6.5 year New 
Zealand Dollar denominated fl oating rate notes issued by 
Momentum, which are expected to be rated AA by S&P 
(the “Momentum Notes”). 

The proceeds of the issue of the Momentum Notes are, in 
turn, invested by Momentum in an Investment Agreement 
with CALYON. In addition, Momentum enters into the 
Credit Default Swap with CALYON, as CDS Counterparty, 
whereby, in exchange for an up front payment by CALYON, 
Momentum assumes a credit exposure on the Momentum 
Reference Portfolio. 

The redemption amount of the Momentum Notes is 
dependent on the credit performance of the Momentum 
Reference Portfolio. 

There is a risk that because of the occurrence of Credit 
Events affecting the entities in the Momentum Reference 
Portfolio, the Issuer does not receive all of the principal 
amount of the Momentum Notes from Momentum on 
the maturity of the Momentum Notes. However, before 
the principal of the Momentum Notes can be affected, 
the losses on the Momentum Reference Portfolio must 
exceed the 4.8% Protection Amount of the Momentum 
Reference Portfolio (being an average of 8.9 reference 
entity defaults in the Momentum Reference Portfolio). 
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There is a risk that because of the occurrence of Credit 
Events affecting the entities in the Momentum Reference 
Portfolio, the Issuer does not receive all of the principal 
amount of the Momentum Notes from Momentum on 
the maturity of the Momentum Notes. However, before 
the principal of the Momentum Notes can be affected, 
the losses on the Momentum Reference Portfolio must 
exceed the 4.8% Protection Amount of the Momentum 
Reference Portfolio (being some 6.3 reference entities 
from the Momentum Reference Portfolio).

The Issuer assumes exposure in respect of the Momentum 
Reference Portfolio to losses above the Protection Amount 
of 4.8% of the aggregate size of the Momentum Reference 
Portfolio. As a result of losses exceeding the Protection 
Amount, the principal amount of the Momentum Notes 
will be reduced by an amount equal to the losses above 
the Protection Amount. Such reduction will be effective 
only on the Maturity Date. For the avoidance of doubt, 
the principal amount may be reduced to, but may not be 
less than, zero if losses exceed the detachment point of 
5.8% of the aggregate size of the Momentum Reference 
Portfolio.

Momentum has a credit risk on the Investment Provider 
(initially, CALYON) and the CDS Counterparty (also 
CALYON) performing their respective obligations under 
the Investment Agreement and the Credit Default Swap 
to make the interest and other payments due under 
those agreements. If the Investment Provider or the 
CDS Counterparty defaults in the performance of those 
obligations, then there is a risk that the Issuer may not 
be able to make the corresponding payments on the 
Credit SaILS. 

As noted earlier, Momentum is a special purpose vehicle 
incorporated in the Cayman Islands. Its obligations 
under the Momentum Notes are secured over the 
Investment Agreement with the Investment Provider 
and its rights under the Credit Default Swap with the 
CDS Counterparty, but the Issuer’s rights on default by 
Momentum will be limited to enforcement of its security 
over the Investment Agreement, the Credit Default 
Swap and other rights under the Momentum transaction 
documents. If Momentum defaults, then there is a 
risk that the Issuer will not recover the entire amount 
invested by it in the Momentum Notes, which will result 
in a corresponding loss on the Principal Amount of the 
Credit SaILS. 

The risks associated with the investment in the Momentum 
Notes are illustrated by the following risk analysis. 

Momentum Notes – Risk Analysis 

NUMBER OF CREDITS 120

AVERAGE SIZE PER OBLIGOR 0.83%

MAXIMUM SIZE PER OBLIGOR 1 .5%

AVERAGE RATING A-

RECOVERY ASSUMPTION 35%

AVERAGE LOSS PER DEFAULT 0.54%

RATING AA

PROTECTION AMOUNT 4.8%

DETACHMENT POINT 5.8%

FIRST LOSS NO. OF DEFAULTS 8.9

COMPLETE LOSS NO. OF DEFAULTS 10.7

Based on a Collateral value of NZ$30 million, the 
Momentum Reference Portfolio would be NZ$3 billion, 
spread across 120 Investment Grade entities. This means 
the average amount of exposure on each entity in the 
Momentum Reference Portfolio would be NZ$25 million. 
Based on a 35% recovery rate assumption for Credit 
Events occurring in respect of the Reference Entities, a 
Credit Event loss on one of the entities in the Momentum 
Reference Portfolio would be 65%, being an average loss 
of NZ$16.25 million for the entity in respect of which a 
Credit Event has occurred. 

The Protection Amount of the Momentum Reference 
Portfolio is 4.8% of the aggregate size of the Momentum 
Reference Portfolio, which equates to NZ$144 million 
of protection before the Momentum Notes would be 
exposed to the fi rst dollar of loss. This means that, based 
on a recovery rate of 35% and an average exposure per 
Reference Entity, there must be at least 8.9 Credit Events 
on average in the Momentum Reference Portfolio, before 
the Momentum Notes are exposed to loss and before 
there is any loss in capital protection in respect of the 
Credit SaILS.
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For the purposes of comparison, the six year default rate 
of an A- rated corporate bond (similar to the average 
rating of the reference entities in the Momentum 
Reference Portfolio) is 0.966%**, which is equivalent to 
1.15 defaults*** in the Momentum Reference Portfolio. 
This means that the default rate over the next 6.5 years 
needs to be 7.6 times the historical average before a loss 
is incurred on the Collateral. 

*  Average Senior Unsecured Debt Recovery 1982-2005 is 36% 
(Source: “Moody’s Default and Recovery Rates of Corporate Bond 
Issuers, 1920-2005”)

** Source: Standard & Poor’s 

*** Source: Standard & Poor’s CDO Evaluator

TOTAL RETURN SWAP WITH CALYON

As well as acquiring the Momentum Notes, the Issuer 
will also enter the Total Return Swap with CALYON, 
as Swap Counterparty, under which the Issuer will pay 
CALYON the amounts it derives from the Momentum 
Notes in exchange for CALYON paying the fi xed amounts 
to the Issuer on the Interest Payment Dates and, on the 
maturity date of the Total Return Swap, paying the 
Excess Notional Cash Deposit Balance to the Issuer. 

As noted in Section 2.2 (“How do Credit SaILS work?”), 
on the Issue Date CALYON will create a ledger equal to 
the Notional Cash Deposit Balance, which will accrue 
interest on each day at the Deposit Rate (BKBM less 
0.05%). 

During the term of the Total Return Swap various 
amounts will be credited and debited to the Notional 
Cash Deposit Balance. The amounts which are credited 
to the Notional Cash Deposit Balance include: 

• quarterly interest amounts earned at the Deposit Rate 
on the Notional Cash Deposit daily balance;

• credit premiums earned on the Credit Portfolio 
pursuant to the Credit Strategy (divided by the FX 
Rate);

• gains from adjustments to the Credit Portfolio (divided 
by the FX Rate). 

The amounts which are debited from the Notional Cash 
Deposit Balance include: 

• losses due to Credit Events affecting Index Entities 
(divided by the FX Rate);

• losses from adjustments to the Credit Portfolio (divided 
by the FX Rate);

• the amount of the Management Fees and Protection 
Fees payable to the Swap Counterparty;

• the quarterly interest payments (which will fund 
the payment of interest on the Credit SaILS to the 
Noteholders). 

In addition, to the extent that there is any Excess Notional 
Cash Deposit Balance on the Maturity Date, then that 
excess shall be paid to the holders of Credit SaILS as a 
Redemption Premium. 

As a consequence of the Total Return Swap, the Issuer and, 
through the Issuer, the holders of Credit SaILS, are subject 
to the following risks: 

• the occurrence of a Strategy Unwind Event under 
some unexpected situations. In this case, the Credit 
Portfolio may be completely unwound, in which 
case Noteholders would only receive the Collateral 
redemption value on the Maturity Date and no further 
interest would be paid;

• the risk of a Credit Event affecting one or more of the 
Index Entities which results in a loss being determined 
by the Calculation Agent and the amount of that 
loss being debited from the Notional Cash Deposit 
Balance;

• the risk of loss resulting from an adjustment to either 
or both of the Indices and the amount of that loss being 
debited from the Notional Cash Deposit Balance;

• the risk of the losses being affected by an adverse 
change in the FX Rate;

• the growth of the Notional Cash Deposit may be 
adversely affected by, (i) a decline in the Deposit Rate, 
which means that the amount of interest income 
earned on the Notional Cash Deposit Balance will 
reduce and, (ii) a contraction in credit margins on the 
Index Entities, which means that the amount of credit 
premiums earned on the Credit Portfolio may decline 
in respect of any substituted Index Entity;
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• the Swap Counterparty under the Total Return 
Swap is CALYON and, as a consequence, the Issuer 
is taking a credit risk on CALYON performing its 
payment obligations under the Total Return Swap; 

• the Calculation Agent under the Total Return Swap 
is CALYON and, as a consequence, the Issuer is 
taking a risk on CALYON performing its obligations 
as Calculation Agent under the Total Return Swap;

• the occurrence of an early termination of the Total 
Return Swap in circumstances where the Swap 
Counterparty is not the Defaulting Party (as defi ned in 
the Total Return Swap) or the sole Affected Party (as 
defi ned in the Total Return Swap). 

INTEREST PAYMENTS

The Issuer is only obliged to pay interest on the Credit 
SaILS if it receives a corresponding payment from 
the Swap Counterparty under the Total Return Swap. 
Under the terms of the Total Return Swap, the Swap 
Counterparty’s obligation to pay the Contingent Interest 
Amount on a quarterly payment date is conditional 
upon the payment not causing the Credit Strategy Pool 
on such date to be less than 5% of the Principal Amount 
of the Credit SaILS. 

The amount of any interest which is not paid will remain 
in the Notional Cash Deposit and will itself earn interest 
at the Deposit Rate and be available to be employed in 
the Credit Strategy. The income earned on the unpaid 
interest while it remains in the Notional Cash Deposit 
will not be added to future interest payments, but it is 
expected that it will form part of a Redemption Premium 
(if any) paid on the Credit SaILS on the Maturity Date.

As at the Issue Date, it is expected that the Credit 
Strategy Pool, including prepaid credit spread coming 
from the Momentum Notes, will be more than 30% of 
the Principal Amount of the Credit SaILS.

RISK ASSOCIATED WITH THE INDICES

The risk of the Indices being affected by Credit Events 
affecting Index Entities is mitigated by the rebalancing 
of the Indices which occurs every six months and the 
diversifi ed nature of the Indices. 

Every six months, each Index is updated to refl ect 
current market conditions. Such rebalancing removes all 
Index Entities whose credit rating has been downgraded 
to non-investment grade from the iTraxx® Europe Index 
or DJ CDX US® Index and keeps only the most liquid 
Index Entities in the relevant Index. 

The Index Entities are spread across a wide range of 
industries and countries with no one industry group 
representing more than 20% of each Index. This is 

designed to reduce the risk to the Noteholders arising 
from a downturn in a particular industry or geographical 
area. A breakdown of the Credit Portfolio by industry 
and country is provided in Section 2. 

STRATEGY UNWIND EVENT

If, on any particular day, the Credit Strategy Pool is less 
than or equal to 1% of the Nominal Amount, then the 
Swap Counterparty may, in its sole discretion, unwind each 
of the Index-Linked CDS at the prevailing market rates 
at that time. Losses incurred due to the Strategy Unwind 
Event will be debited from the Notional Cash Deposit and 
no further Index-Linked CDS will be entered into by the 
Swap Counterparty. If such an event occurred, then there 
is a risk that the Noteholders would cease to receive any 
further interest payments on their Credit SaILS. However, 
they should continue to receive the Principal Amount 
of their Credit SaILS on the Maturity Date, unless Credit 
Events affect the entities in the Momentum Reference 
Portfolio resulting in a loss on the principal amount of 
the Momentum Notes (and a corresponding reduction in 
the Principal Amount of the Credit SaILS). 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK

The repayment of the Principal Amount and the 
returns on the Credit SaILS are not materially affected 
by exchange rate fl uctuations since the Collateral is 
denominated in NZ$. 

Returns on the Credit SaILS are dependant upon the 
performance of the Indices. In order to maximize the 
liquidity of the Indices, the Index-Linked CDS will be 
entered into in US$. The Calculation Agent will adjust 
the size of the Credit Portfolio using the current FX Rate 
if the current exposure to the Indices falls outside of 
a determined range of 80% to 100% of the calculated 
optimum (See example leverage calculation in Section 
2.4 (“Leveraging the Credit Strategy”)). Any payment 
to be made or received relating to the Indices will be 
converted using the FX Rate on the day that payment is 
scheduled to be made or received. 
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EARLY REDEMPTION

Following the payment of at least 12 interest payments, 
the Issuer will redeem the Credit SaILS on the 12th Interest 
Payment Date, provided that the Net Asset Value exceeds 
$1.00 per Credit SaILS. Such an early redemption could 
mean that a Noteholder may not derive all of the income 
it may have expected to derive at the outset. 

EXTENSION OF MATURITY DATE

There are certain circumstances in which the term of the 
Credit SaILS may be extended prior to their Scheduled 
Maturity Date and, as a result, the Maturity Date may be 
postponed. If that occurred, then Noteholders would not 
receive the returns anticipated on the date expected. 

The circumstances which would give rise to such an 
extension of the Maturity Date of the Credit SaILS are: 

• a Credit Event occurs prior to the Scheduled Maturity 
Date in respect of one or more of the Index Entities 
under the Total Return Swap with CALYON, but the 
cash settlement amount has not been determined by 
the Scheduled Maturity Date; or

• a Credit Event occurs prior to the Scheduled 
Maturity Date in respect of one or more entities in 
the Momentum Reference Portfolio under the Credit 
Default Swap between Momentum and CAYLON, but 
the cash settlement amount has not been determined 
by the Scheduled Maturity Date.

Should either of the above events occur, the repayment 
of all or part of the Principal Amount of the Credit SaILS 
may be postponed for up to 180 days, in which case 
Noteholders will receive the returns on the Credit SaILS 
later than originally expected. Interest will be payable at 
the Offi cial Cash Rate on the Principal Amount actually 
paid to Noteholders. All amounts received by the Issuer 
during any postponement of the Maturity Date will be 
paid to Noteholders on a pro-rata basis. 

FURTHER RISK CONSIDERATIONS 
RELATING TO AN INVESTMENT IN 
CREDIT SaILS

LIQUIDITY AND PRICE FLUCTUATION 

Noteholders will be able to sell Credit SaILS prior to their 
maturity, subject to the requirement that any Noteholder 
must have a minimum holding of $5,000 of Credit SaILS 
and, thereafter, a multiple of $1,000. However, as trading 
relies on willing buyers and sellers, there is no certainty 
of liquidity at the time the Noteholder wishes to sell their 
Credit SaILS. 

The price at which Credit SaILS can be sold prior to 
maturity will fl uctuate, and may fall below the Issue 
Price, for a range of reasons, including: 

• like other securities paying a fi xed rate of interest, 
the market value of Credit SaILS may increase if 
market interest rates fall, and may decrease if market 
interest rates rise, although based on experience of 
similar products in other jurisdictions, it is expected 
that Credit SaILS will outperform other fi xed rate 
securities in an environment of rising interest rates;

• the value of a security paying a fi xed rate of interest 
will also change if the credit risk of the security 
changes. The market value of Credit SaILS would 
be expected to rise with an increase in its principal 
only credit rating, and to fall with a decrease in its 
principal only credit rating;

• the price at which Credit SaILS can be sold may 
also fl uctuate in response to changing market 
conditions;

• the price at which Credit SaILS can be sold may fall 
if the amount available for investment in the Credit 
Strategy falls and as a result of that credit leverage is 
reduced. The price at which Credit SaILS can be sold 
may also fall if Credit Portfolio Losses occur that 
reduce anticipated income, as the Credit Strategy 
investment capital will be reduced. 

However, changes in the secondary market value of Credit 
SaILS do not change Noteholders’ right to repayment of 
the Principal Amount on the Maturity Date. 
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EARLY REPAYMENT RISK

If the security for the Credit SaILS becomes enforceable, 
then the Credit SaILS may be redeemed early. Credit 
SaILS may be redeemed prior to the Scheduled Maturity 
Date if an Event of Default occurs in respect of the Issuer 
under the terms of the Master Security Trust Deed. In 
those circumstances, the Security Trustee may declare 
the Credit SaILS to be immediately due and payable, in 
which case the security for the Credit SaILS shall become 
enforceable. The Credit SaILS will be redeemed out of the 
proceeds of enforcement (if any). 

In addition, the Credit SaILS may be redeemed prior to 
the Scheduled Maturity Date in accordance with the 
terms of the Series 2006-1 Supplemental Deed if: 

• there is a change in tax legislation relating to, or 
the tax treatment of, the  Issuer or the amounts it 
receives on, or in respect of, the Momentum Notes 
or the Total Return Swap that would adversely affect 
the ability of the Issuer to meet its obligations under 
the Credit SaILS or the Total Return Swap; or

• the Momentum Notes are redeemed early for one or 
more of the reasons set out in the terms of issue of 
the Momentum Notes. 

Upon receipt of any amounts by the Issuer, subject to 
the payment of prior ranking amounts as set out in the 
Series 2006-1 Supplemental Deed, the Issuer will redeem 
a corresponding amount of the Credit SaILS early, and 
pay to Noteholders the amounts that it has received, on 
a pro-rata basis, and, following such payment, the Issuer 
will have no further obligations under the Credit SaILS 
which have been redeemed.

The Issuer will notify Noteholders, as soon as practicable, 
if it becomes aware that the expected term of the Credit 
SaILS will be shortened. 

ISSUER RISK

As noted above, the Issuer is an Exempted Company 
incorporated under the laws of the Cayman Islands for 
the purpose of issuing the Credit SaILS and other debt 
securities. All of the issued shares of the Issuer are held 
by MFL on trust for charitable purposes. MFJL will act as 
the administrator of the Issuer. 

As described below (“Limited Recourse”), the Issuer’s 
obligations under the Credit SaILS are secured under the 
Deed of Charge and Assignment by a charge in favour of 
the Security Trustee over the Momentum Notes and an 
assignment of security over the Issuer’s rights under the 
Total Return Swap, the Custody Agreement, the Series 
2006-1 Acquisition Agreement, the Registration and 
Paying Agency Agreement and any funds held by the 
Registrar on behalf of the Issuer. 

The Issuer’s obligations are limited in recourse to the 
Secured Property. This means that, although the Issuer 
is legally obliged to pay principal and interest on the 
Credit SaILS, the payment is only required to be made 
from money available to the Issuer from the Secured 
Property to make those payments. 

Noteholders may suffer a loss if the Issuer fails to observe 
the terms of the Master Security Trust Deed and the Series 
2006-1 Supplemental Deed. In these circumstances, the 
Security Trustee has the right under the Trust Deed (and 
the Deed of Charge and Assignment) to take action to 
enforce the terms of those documents.

Where an Event of Default affects the Issuer as described 
in Section 8 of the Offer Document, the Security Trustee 
may take control of the Secured Property and take 
the other action described in Section 8 of the Offer 
Document. Noteholders of Credit SaILS will not have 
recourse to any other assets of the Issuer, other than the 
Secured Property.

Noteholders are not entitled to take direct action against 
the Issuer, but must rely on action being taken by 
the Security Trustee. The Security Trustee is required, 
pursuant to the Master Security Trust Deed, the Series 
2006-1 Supplemental Deed and the Deed of Charge and 
Assignment, to act in accordance with the directions of 
Noteholders and other secured creditors as described 
in Section 8 of the Offer Document. Accordingly, there 
is a risk that the Security Trustee may fail to act in 
accordance with the directions of the Noteholders on the 
occurrence of an Event of Default. 

CONSEQUENCES OF ISSUER INSOLVENCY

No Noteholder will be liable to pay any further amounts 
to any person as a result of the insolvency of the Issuer. 

At the date of this Investment Statement, there are no 
charges on the assets of the Issuer that will rank ahead of 
the claims of Noteholders in the event of the Issuer being 
put into liquidation, other than any amounts mandatorily 
preferred by operation of law. In the event of Issuer 
insolvency, the claims of Noteholders of Credit SaILS will 
rank equally with other Noteholders of Credit SaILS. 

If the security is enforced by the Security Trustee, then 
the Trust Deed (and the Series 2006-1 Supplemental 
Deed) provides that the Security Trustee’s fees and the 
other costs of enforcement and certain other amounts 
will be paid in priority to payments to Noteholders.

COUNTERPARTY RISK

Counterparty risk involves the possibility that CALYON, 
as the Swap Counterparty, will not perform its obligations 
under the Total Return Swap, including as a result of the 
insolvency or default of the Swap Counterparty. 
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In addition to the credit risk on CALYON, as Swap 
Counterparty, Noteholders are also relying on CALYON 
in its capacity as Calculation Agent to perform certain 
matters under the Total Return Swap, including 
implementing the Credit Strategy. Further information 
in respect of CALYON can be found on page 24, at the 
last paragraph of this part and at www.calyon.com.

The determination by the Calculation Agent of any 
amount or of any state of affairs, circumstance, event 
or other matter, or the formation of any opinion or 
the exercise of any discretion required or permitted to 
be determined, formed or exercised by the Calculation 
Agent under or pursuant to the Credit SaILS shall (in 
the absence of manifest error) be fi nal and binding on 
the Issuer, the Security Trustee and the Noteholders. In 
performing its duties in respect of the Credit SaILS, the 
Calculation Agent shall act in a commercially reasonable 
manner. Any delay, deferral, forbearance or failure by 
the Calculation Agent in the performance or exercise of 
any of its obligations or its discretion under or pursuant 
to the conditions of the Credit SaILS shall not affect 
the validity or binding nature of any later performance 
or exercise of such obligation or discretion, and the 
Calculation Agent shall bear no liability in respect of, or 
consequent upon, any such delay, deferral, forbearance 
or failure.

If there is a default by the Swap Counterparty under the 
Total Return Swap, or a failure by the Calculation Agent 
to perform its obligations, then the amount recovered 
may be affected by the exchange rates prevailing at the 
time of the recovery of the amounts due from CALYON, 
and as a result, Noteholders may be exposed to such 
currency risk.

As noted earlier, CALYON, at the date of this Investment 
Statement, has a long term credit rating of AA- from 
S&P and Aa2 from Moody’s. CALYON is part of the 
Credit Agricole group, which, as of July 2005, was the 
fi fth largest bank in the world measured by Tier 1 capital 
and total assets (Source: The Banker, July 2005). 

LIMITED RECOURSE 

The obligations of the Issuer to Noteholders are limited 
recourse obligations. This means that the Issuer is only 
obliged to make payments due to Noteholders from 
money available to it to make those payments from 
the Collateral and the Total Return Swap, or the other 
Secured Property, whether or not this is suffi cient to pay 
interest on the Credit SaILS or to repay the Principal 
Amount of the Credit SaILS in full or at all. The rights 
of Noteholders against the Issuer are limited solely to 
the proceeds received by the Issuer under or pursuant 
to the Collateral, the Total Return Swap and the other 
Secured Property subject to the payment of prior ranking 
amounts as set out in the Series 2006-1 Supplemental 

Deed. If the liabilities upon enforcement of the security 
exceed the value of the Secured Property, the liability of 
the Issuer in respect of such excess shall be discharged 
and extinguished. 

EXPOSURE TO CREDIT RISK ON OTHER PARTIES

The ability of the Issuer to meet its obligations under 
the Credit SaILS will be dependent, inter alia, on its 
receipt of payments from the Swap Counterparty under 
the Total Return Swap and on the performance of the 
Momentum Notes.

In the event of a default of the Swap Counterparty under 
the Total Return Swap, the Security Trustee may seek to 
liquidate the Collateral on behalf of the Issuer subject 
to, and in accordance with, the provisions of the Deed 
of Charge and Assignment. The market for the Collateral 
may be illiquid, and the proceeds of such liquidation 
may not be suffi cient to meet payments due in respect of 
each Credit SaILs.

EARLY TERMINATION OF THE TOTAL RETURN SWAP

Upon an early termination of the Total Return Swap, 
the Issuer may, except in certain circumstances, be 
required to make a termination payment to the Swap 
Counterparty. Such payment will be calculated on the 
basis set out in the Total Return Swap, and will serve to 
compensate the Swap Counterparty for the loss, if any, 
incurred by it by reason of such early termination. If the 
Issuer is required to make a termination payment in such 
circumstances, then the applicable amounts payable to 
Noteholders will be reduced pro rata accordingly. Other 
than in circumstances where the Swap Counterparty is the 
Defaulting Party (as defi ned in the Total Return Swap) or 
sole Affected Party (as defi ned in the Total Return Swap) 
(in each case, for the purposes of the Total Return Swap), 
termination payments to the Swap Counterparty will be 
paid in priority to any amounts payable to Noteholders.
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POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

While CALYON is neither an “issuer” nor a “promoter” 
(as those terms are defi ned in the Securities Act 1978) 
in relation to the offer of Credit SaILS, CALYON does 
provide certain functions and may have certain potential 
confl icts of interest in connection with the issuance of 
the Credit SaILS as set out below:

The Promoter, Calyon Hong Kong Limited, is a member 
of the CALYON group of companies.

CALYON is acting in a number of capacities in connection 
with the Credit SaILS. CALYON is the Swap Counterparty 
and the Calculation Agent for the Total Return Swap. 
CALYON is acting as dealer for the sale of the Collateral, 
as the Investment Provider and as the CDS Counterparty. 
CALYON will be earning fees and other income for 
carrying out the various roles described in this section. 
Potential confl icts of interest may exist between such 
parties and a holder of the Credit SaILS. Any CALYON 
affi liate acting in such capacities will have only the 
duties and responsibilities expressly agreed to by such 
entity in that capacity and will not be deemed to have 
other duties or responsibilities or be deemed to be held to 
a standard of care other than as expressly provided for 
each such capacity. In no event will CALYON be deemed 
to have any fi duciary obligations to any holder of the 
Credit SaILS or any other person by reason of its acting 
in any capacity. 

CALYON may take actions under the Total Return Swap 
or otherwise that may be inconsistent with or adverse 
to the interests of a holder of the Credit SaILS. CALYON 
will be responsible for selecting obligations of an Index 
Entity for valuation following a Credit Event, and will 
not be obligated to take any action to minimise Credit 
Strategy Losses under the Total Return Swap. CALYON, 
as Calculation Agent, will make calculations that affect 
the interests of the holders of the Credit SaILS. 

CALYON may (but is not required to) hold any obligations 
or securities of any Index Entity (including to hedge its 
obligations under the Total Return Swap), may deal in 
any such obligations or securities, may enter into other 
credit derivatives involving reference entities or reference 
obligations that may include the Index Entities or their 
obligations (including to hedge its obligations under the 
Total Return Swap), may accept deposits from, make loans 
or otherwise extend credit to, and generally engage in 
any kind of commercial or investment banking or other 
business with, any Index Entity or its affi liates or any 
other person or other entity having obligations relating 
to any Index Entity, and may act with respect to such 
business in the same manner as if the Total Return Swap 
did not exist, regardless of whether any such relationship 
or action might have an adverse effect on any Index Entity 
(including, without limitation, any action which might 

constitute or give rise to a Credit Event), or on the position 
of any holder of the Credit SaILS. In addition, CALYON 
may from time to time possess interests in obligations 
of Index Entities allowing CALYON to exercise voting or 
consent rights with respect thereto, and such rights may be 
exercised in a manner that may be adverse to the interests 
of the holders of the Credit SaILS. CALYON may, whether 
by reason of the types of relationships described herein or 
otherwise, at the date hereof or any time hereafter, be in 
possession of material non-public information in relation 
to an Index Entity. CALYON will have no obligation to 
disclose any such information to the holders of the Credit 
SaILS or to use such information for their benefi t and may 
be prohibited from doing so. Although CALYON will not 
act on the basis of such information in the context of the 
Total Return Swap, the possession of such information will 
not otherwise prevent CALYON from taking actions under 
the Total Return Swap. 

CREDIT RATINGS

The credit ratings assigned, or expected to be assigned, 
to: 

(i) the Credit SaILS (a principal only rating 
of AApNRi by S&P);

(ii) the Momentum Notes (AA by S&P as to 
the payment of principal and interest);

(iii) the entities in the Momentum Reference Portfolio 
(all Investment Grade as at 2 May 2006) and the 
Index Entities (all Investment Grade, or entities 
that had senior unsecured debt that was rated 
Investment Grade, as at 20 March 2006); and

(iv) CALYON (AA- rating by S&P and Aa2 by Moody’s) 

are intended to provide an indication of the likely level of 
risk associated with those parties meeting their fi nancial 
commitments. 

All of the entities in the DJ CDX US® index, following a six 
monthly rebalancing, are either rated Investment Grade 
(by either S&P or Moody’s) or have senior unsecured debt 
that is rated Investment Grade (by either S&P or Moody’s) 
and have no entity rating or issuer rating (by either S&P 
or Moody’s). If an entity is rated by two or more agencies, 
the lowest rating is used.

All of the entities in the iTraxx® Europe Index, following a 
six monthly rebalancing, are either rated Investment Grade 
(by Fitch, S&P or Moody’s) or have senior unsecured debt 
that is rated Investment Grade (by either S&P or Moody’s) 
and have no entity rating or issuer rating (by either S&P 
or Moody’s). If an entity is rated by two or more agencies, 
the lowest rating is used. 

As an additional safeguard, all entities rated BBB- (S&P 
and/or Fitch) or Baa3 (Moody’s) with negative outlook are 
not eligible for inclusion. As such, all of the Index Entities 
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were Investment Grade, or had senior unsecured debt that 
was rated Investment Grade, as at the rebalancing of the 
Indices (the most recent of which was carried out on 20 
March 2006). 

All of the entities in the Momentum Reference Portfolio 
had (as at 2 May 2006) Investment Grade ratings by 
S&P or Moody’s. Furthermore, the Momentum Reference 
Portfolio does not have any entities rated BBB-/Baa3 
(S&P/Fitch/Moody’s) with negative creditwatch or 
outlook. As such, all of the reference entities contained 
in the Momentum Reference Portfolio were Investment 
Grade as at 2 May 2006.

MEANING OF CREDIT RATINGS

S&P has been assigning ratings to corporate and other 
entities for decades, and has found that there are many 
reasons why they default. In the market’s view, the best 
predictor of an entity’s creditworthiness is an S&P long-
term issuer credit rating. An S&P issuer credit rating 
refl ects the ability of an entity to meet its overall credit 
obligations. 

For illustrative purposes the letter rating system used by 
S&P to indicate the fi nancial strength of an entity is 
presented as follows: 

AAA 

An entity rated ‘AAA’ has EXTREMELY STRONG capacity 
to meet its fi nancial commitments. ‘AAA’ is the highest 
issuer credit rating assigned by S&P. 

AA 

An entity rated ‘AA’ has VERY STRONG capacity to meet 
its fi nancial commitments. It differs from the highest 
rated entities only in a small degree. 

A 

An entity rated ‘A’ has STRONG capacity to meet its 
fi nancial commitments but is somewhat more susceptible 
to the adverse effects of changes in circumstances 
and economic conditions than entities in higher-rated 
categories. 

BBB 

An entity rated ‘BBB’ has ADEQUATE capacity to meet 
its fi nancial commitments. However, adverse economic 
conditions or changing circumstances are more likely to 
lead to a weakened capacity of the entity to meet its 
fi nancial commitments. 

All the ratings above are regarded by the market as 
Investment Grade. Entities rated ‘BB’, ‘B’, ‘CCC’, and 
‘CC’ are regarded as having signifi cant speculative 
characteristics. ‘BB’ indicates the least degree of 
speculation and ‘CC’ the highest. These are not Investment 
Grade. While such entities will likely have some quality 
and protective characteristics, these may be outweighed 
by large uncertainties or major exposures to adverse 
conditions. 

BB 

An entity rated ‘BB’ is LESS VULNERABLE in the near 
term than other lower-rated entities. However, it faces 
major ongoing uncertainties and exposure to adverse 
business, fi nancial, or economic conditions that could 
lead to the entity’s inadequate capacity to meet its 
fi nancial commitments. 

B 

An entity rated ‘B’ is MORE VULNERABLE to non-
payment than entities rated ‘BB’, but the entity currently 
has the capacity to meet its fi nancial commitments 
on its debts. Adverse business, fi nancial, or economic 
conditions are likely to impair the entity’s capacity or 
willingness to meet its fi nancial commitments. 

CCC 

An entity rated ‘CCC’ is CURRENTLY VULNERABLE, and 
is dependent upon favourable business, fi nancial, and 
economic conditions to meet its fi nancial commitments. 

CC 

An entity rated ‘CC’ is CURRENTLY HIGHLY 
VULNERABLE. 

SD AND D 

An entity rated ‘SD’ (selective default) or ‘D’ has failed 
to pay one or more of its fi nancial obligations (rated or 
unrated) when it came due. A ‘D’ rating is assigned when 
S&P believes that the default will be a general default and 
that the entity will fail to pay all or substantially all of its 
debts as they come due. An ‘SD’ rating is assigned when 
S&P believes that the entity has selectively defaulted on 
a specifi c issue or series of debt obligations, but it will 
continue to meet its obligations on other issues or series 
of debts in a timely manner. 

PLUS (+) OR MINUS (-) 

The ratings from ‘AA’ to ‘CCC’ may be modifi ed by the 
addition of a plus or minus sign to show relative standing 
within the major rating categories. 

(Further information in respect of Moody’s and 
Fitch ratings may be found on their websites: 
www.moodys.com and www.fi tchratings.com.)
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3.7 CAN THE INVESTMENT 
BE ALTERED?

The main terms of the Credit SaILS cannot be altered 
without the agreement of Noteholders. The Issuer and the 
Security Trustee may agree to amend the Trust Deed and 
the Series 2006-1 Supplemental Deed without the consent 
of Noteholders in limited circumstances, including where 
the amendment is made to correct a manifest error, is 
of a formal or technical nature, is made to comply with 
any law, or in the opinion of the Security Trustee is not 
prejudicial to Noteholders generally. 

Other changes to the Trust Deed and the Series 2006-
1 Supplemental Deed require the approval of an 
extraordinary resolution of Noteholders. Noteholders have 
other powers, which may be exercised by extraordinary 
resolution, including approving any modifi cation of the 
rights of Noteholders against the Issuer. All extraordinary 
resolutions are binding on Noteholders of that Series. 
However, extraordinary resolutions of Noteholders in 
one Series cannot bind Noteholders of another Series. 

3.8 HOW DO I CASH IN 
MY INVESTMENT?

Noteholders can sell or transfer their Credit SaILS to 
another person at any time, subject to the requirement 
that any Noteholder must have a minimum holding of 
$5,000 of Credit SaILS. If a Noteholder’s holding falls 
below that threshold, the Issuer may sell that holding but 
will account to the Noteholder for the proceeds. 

There is not currently an established market for 
transferring Credit SaILS, but one is expected to develop, 
as has been the case for other listed debt securities in 
New Zealand. Some transaction costs may be incurred 
by Noteholders who transfer their Credit SaILS on the 
secondary market. 

If a Noteholder sells Credit SaILS, the selling price may 
(depending on market conditions) be less than (or greater 
than) the Issue Price, and that Noteholder may be liable 
for brokerage fees relating to that sale calculated in 
accordance with the practices of the NZX Firm chosen. 

The Principal Amount of each Credit SaILS is repayable 
on maturity. The 6.5 year term of the Credit SaILS may 
be reduced in some circumstances, with payment of all 
or part of the Principal Amount being made at the end of 
the reduced term (see Section 3.6 (“What are my risks?”)). 
In addition, the Maturity Date of the Credit SaILS may be 
extended if one or more of the events described in Section 
8.1 of the Offer Document occurs. 

The circumstances in which the Credit SaILS may 
be redeemed early by the Issuer are limited to the 
circumstances in which the Credit SaILS may be redeemed 
by the Issuer prior to their Scheduled Maturity Date. The 
Issuer has limited rights to redeem the Credit SaILS prior 
to their Scheduled Maturity Date. See Section 3.6 of 
this Investment Statement (“What are my risks?”) and 
Section 8.1 of the Offer Document for further details.

3.9. WHO DO I CONTACT 
WITH ENQUIRIES ABOUT MY 
INVESTMENT?

Enquiries in relation to the Credit SaILS can be 
directed to: 

Credit Sail Limited
C/- Maples Finance Jersey Limited
Le Masurier House
La Rue Le Masurier
St. Helier 
Jersey JE2 4YE
Channel Islands
+44 (0) 1534 600 900

The Registrar
Link Market Services Limited
138 Tancred Street
Ashburton
New Zealand
0800 377 388

Forsyth Barr Limited
Forsyth Barr House
The Octagon
Private Bag 1999
Dunedin
New Zealand
0800 367 227

or the Security Trustee:

New Zealand Permanent Trustees Limited
141 Willis Street
PO Box 5067
Wellington
New Zealand
04 978 4529
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3.10 IS THERE ANYONE TO 
WHOM I CAN COMPLAIN IF 
I HAVE PROBLEMS WITH THE 
INVESTMENT?

Complaints about the Credit SaILS should be 
directed to: 

The Directors
Credit Sail Limited
C/-Maples Finance Jersey Limited
Le Masurier House
La Rue Le Masurier
St Helier
Jersey JE2 4YE
Channel Islands 
+44 (0) 1534 600 900

or the Promoter:

Calyon Hong Kong Limited
27/F, Two Pacifi c Place, 
88 Queensway, 
Hong Kong 
+852 2826 7333

or the Security Trustee:

New Zealand Permanent Trustees Limited
141 Willis Street
PO Box 5067
Wellington
New Zealand
04 978 4529

There is no ombudsman for this type of investment. 

3.1 1 WHAT OTHER INFORMATION 
CAN I OBTAIN ABOUT THIS 
INVESTMENT?

TRUST DEED AND OTHER DOCUMENTS

Further details about the Issuer, the Promoter, the Trust 
Deed, the Credit SaILS and the other terms of this Offer 
are contained in the Offer Document. 

The Offer Document and the Trust Deed and certain other 
documents of, or relating to, the Issuer are fi led on a 
public register at the Companies Offi ce of the Ministry of 
Economic Development, which is available for inspection 
in person at the Registrar of Companies. In addition you 
may obtain copies of the Offer Document, the Trust Deed 
and the Series 2006-1 Supplemental Deed from Forsyth 
Barr, the Lead Manager, free of charge, at the address 
set out in Section 3.9 (“Who do I contact with enquiries 
about my investment?”). 

Copies of the following documents, information and 
other matters may be requested by a Noteholder from 
the Issuer at the fi rst address set out in Section 3.2 (“Who 
is involved in providing it for me?”): 

− during the term of the Credit SaILS, the most recent 
annual report and audited fi nancial statements of 
the Issuer; 

− the Trust Deed; 

− the Offer Document; and 

− during the term of the Credit SaILS, the Series 
2006-1 Acquisition Agreement, the Series 2006-
1 Supplemental Deed and the Deed of Charge and 
Assignment . 

The Issuer will provide the above information free of 
charge to a Noteholder within fi ve working days of 
receiving a request. A request should be made in writing 
to the Issuer at the fi rst address set out in Section 3.2 
(“Who is involved in providing it for me?”).

ONGOING REPORTS 

The Issuer will distribute half-yearly reports (including 
unaudited fi nancial statements for the fi rst six months of 
each fi nancial year) and annual reports (including annual 
audited fi nancial statements) to Noteholders, unless they 
elect otherwise. The Issuer’s auditor as at the date of this 
Investment Statement is BDO Spicers. The half-yearly 
and annual reports will include an updated list of the 
Index Entities within each Index and with details of their 
credit rating. The Issuer will also be required to make 
half-yearly and annual announcements to NZX, and 
other such announcements as are required by the NZX 
Listing Rules from time to time. 
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4. GLOSSARY
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Administrator or MFJL Maples Finance Jersey Limited.

Application Form Each application form attached to this Investment Statement.

Arch One Programme The Arch One Multi-Issuer Secured Asset-Backed Medium Term Note Programme, pursuant 
to which Momentum will issue the Momentum Notes. 

Arranger CALYON

BKBM The 3 month bank bill settlement rate as displayed on the BKBM page of the Reuters 
Monitoring Screen (or its successor page) at 10.45am (New Zealand time) on a Business Day. 

Business Day Any day on which banks are open for general banking business in Wellington, Auckland, 
and London (other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday), and, for the purpose of 
determining the Record Dates, any day on which the New Zealand Exchange is open for 
trading.

Calculation Agent CALYON

CDS Counterparty CALYON, as swap counterparty under the Credit Default Swap. 

Closing Date The last day on which Application Forms will be accepted, being 9 June 2006 unless 
otherwise agreed by the Issuer.

Collateral The New Zealand Dollar 6.5 year fl oating rate notes issued by Momentum CDO (Europe) 
Limited, which are expected to be rated AA by S&P.

Contingent Interest 
Amount

The contingent interest amount payable by the Swap Counterparty under the Total Return 
Swap. 

CPPI Strategy Pool The portion of the Notional Cash Deposit representing the discounted present value of the 
face value of the Credit SaILS on maturity. 

Credit Default Swap The credit default swap agreement between Momentum and CALYON (in such capacity, the 
“CDS Counterparty”) dated on or before the Issue Date whereby in exchange for an up-front 
payment (the “Credit Premium”) by the CDS Counterparty, Momentum assumes exposure in 
respect of the Momentum Reference Portfolio to losses above the Protection Amount. 

Credit Events The occurrence of one or more of the following events:
(i) a Failure to Pay;
(ii) Bankruptcy;
(iii) Obligation Acceleration;
(iv) Obligation Default;
(v) Repudiation/Moratorium; or
(vi) a Restructuring, 
where: 
Failure to Pay has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.5 of the ISDA Credit 
Derivatives Defi nitions; 
Bankruptcy has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.2 of the ISDA Credit 
Derivatives Defi nitions; 
Obligation Acceleration has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.3 of the ISDA 
Credit Derivatives Defi nitions; 
Obligation Default has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.4 of the ISDA Credit 
Derivatives Defi nitions; 
Repudiation / Moratorium has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.6 of the ISDA 
Credit Derivatives Defi nitions; and
Restructuring has the meaning ascribed to that term in section 4.7 of the 2003 ISDA Credit 
Derivatives Defi nitions.

Credit Portfolio The Index Entities in each of the Indices. 

Credit Portfolio Notional 
Amount

On a particular day shall be the amount determined by the Calculation Agent (in its sole 
and absolute discretion) to be the aggregate of the notional amounts of all of the Index-
Linked CDS at that time. 
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Credit Strategy The investment in the Indices undertaken by the Calculation Agent in accordance with the 
strategy described in the Total Return Swap.

Credit Strategy Losses Gains or losses from adjustments to the composition of each of the Indices or due to Credit 
Events affecting the Indices. 

Credit Strategy Pool At any time, the balance of the Notional Cash Deposit available for investment in the Credit 
Strategy, being an amount equal to:
(i) the Notional Cash Deposit Balance; minus
(ii) the CPPI Strategy Pool; minus
(iii) the Fee Reserve; plus
(iv) the Reference Portfolio Value
where:
CPPI Strategy Pool is:
On any day, the present value of the Nominal Amount discounted using the discount rate 
derived from the Discount Yield Curve.
Reference Portfolio Value is:
On any day, the profi t or loss (divided by the FX Rate on that day) that would arise if the 
Index-Linked CDS were unwound at market rates prevailing at that time (where a profi t is 
deemed to be a positive number and a loss is deemed to be a negative number). 
Discount Yield Curve is:
On any day, a yield curve derived by subtracting 0.5% from all points on the New Zealand 
Dollar swap yield curve on that day (as determined by the Swap Counterparty). 
Fee Reserve is:
2.5% of the Nominal Amount on the Issue Date reduced by the amount of any Management 
Fee and Protection Fee paid (until such time as it reaches zero).

Custody Agreement The custody agreement between The Bank of New York, Brussels Branch and the Issuer 
dated on or before the Issue Date relating to the custody of the Momentum Notes.

Deed of Charge and 
Assignment

The deed of charge and assignment by way of security over the Secured Property, which 
is granted as security for the Issuer’s obligations referred to in the deed and which will be 
entered into by the Issuer and the Security Trustee on or before to the Issue Date.

Deposit Rate BKBM less 0.05% per annum. 

Detachment Point The point at which the total value of the Collateral is lost, being 5.8% of the aggregate size 
of the Momentum Reference Portfolio.

Directory The directory included on the inside back cover of this Investment Statement.

Entity Exposure Amount The share of each entity’s debt obligations in the Credit Strategy.

EUR The common currency for the time being adopted by the members of the European 
Monetary Union.

Event of Default Has the meaning ascribed to that term in the Series 2006-1 Supplemental Deed.

Excess Notional Cash 
Deposit Balance

The amount by which the Notional Cash Deposit Balance exceeds the Nominal Amount.

Fitch Fitch Ratings Limited.

Forsyth Barr Forsyth Barr Limited.

Forsyth Barr Group Forsyth Barr Group Limited.

FX Rate The US$/NZ$ spot rate for exchanging NZ$ for US$ as determined by references to Reuters 
Screen Page RBNZ01 at 11:10am (New Zealand time) on the applicable day.

Index The iTraxx® Europe and DJ CDX US® indices described in Section 2, each an “Index” and 
together the “Indices”. 

Index Entity At any time, any one of the entities comprised in the iTraxx® Europe and DJ CDX US® 
Indices at that time.

Index-Linked CDS A credit default swap linked to a particular Index. 
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Interest Payment Date Each of 22 March, 22 June, 22 September and 22 December in each year during the term of 
the Credit SaILS, but excluding 22 June 2006.

Investment Agreement The investment agreement between Momentum (as investor) and CALYON (as Investment 
Provider) in relation to the investment of the proceeds of the Momentum Notes. 

Investment Grade S&P’s top four ratings categories, being AAA, AA, A and BBB; or Moody’s top four ratings 
categories, being Aaa, Aa, A or Baa; or Fitch’s top four ratings categories being AAA, AA, 
A and BBB. 

Investment Provider CALYON as investment provider under the Investment Agreement.

Investment Statement This Investment Statement in respect of the Offer.

IRR The return of an investment taking into account the amount of the investment and the 
timing and amount of all payments received. 

ISDA Master Agreement The ISDA Master Agreement between the Issuer and the Swap Counterparty dated on or 
before the Issue Date.

ISDA Credit Derivatives 
Defi nitions

The 2003 ISDA Credit Derivative Defi nitions published by ISDA in 2003, as supplemented 
by the May 2003 Supplement thereto and the “Additional Provisions for Physically Settled 
Default Swaps – Monoline Insurer as Reference Entity” (published on 9 May 2003).

Issue Date The date on which the Credit SaILS are issued to successful applicants.

Issue Price $1.00 per Credit SaILS.

Issuer Credit Sail Limited of George Town, Cayman Islands.

Lead Manager Forsyth Barr.

Management Fee A fee of 0.75% per annum of the Nominal Amount debited from the Notional Cash Deposit 
prior to every Interest Payment Date and paid to the Swap Counterparty. 

Market Makers ABN Amro Bank N.V.
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA
Barclays Bank
BNP Paribas SA
CALYON
Credit Suisse First Boston International
Citibank, N.A.
Deutsche Bank AG
Dresdner Bank AG
JP Morgan Chase Bank
Lehman Brothers Special Financing Inc.
Merrill Lynch International
Morgan Stanley Capital Services Inc.
Société Générale SA
UBS AG
HSBC
Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc.
Nomura Securities Co, Ltd
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc
COMMERZBANK AG

Market Shock Event As defi ned on page 24. 

Maturity Date The Scheduled Maturity Date, or if the term of the Credit SaILS is lengthened or shortened, 
as the case may be, the date of repayment of the Credit SaILS. 

Momentum Notes The 6.5 year New Zealand Dollar denominated fl oating interest rate notes issued by 
Momentum CDO (Europe) Limited. 

Momentum Reference 
Portfolio

The reference entities referenced in the Credit Default Swap relating to the Momentum 
Notes.

Moody’s Moody’s Investors Services Inc.
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Net Asset Value: The balance of the Notional Cash Deposit, less the value of the Nominal Amount plus any 
Transaction Unwind Costs and the value of the Collateral on its realisation by the Issuer.

Nominal Amount An amount equal to the aggregate Principal Amount of the Credit SaILS which are issued 
pursuant to the Offer. 

Noteholder The person who is entered in the Register as the holder of a Credit SaILS.

Notional Cash Deposit: A notional account maintained by the Swap Counterparty which records the performance 
of the Credit SaILS.

Notional Cash Deposit 
Balance

The balance of the Notional Cash Deposit. 

NZ$, New Zealand 
Dollars and $ (unless 
otherwise indicated)

The lawful currency of New Zealand from time to time. 

NZDX Market The NZX market for the trading of debt securities. 

NZX New Zealand Exchange Limited.

NZX Firm A company or other business entity which has been designated 
as an NZX Firm in accordance with the NZX Business Rules.

Offer The offer of Credit SaILS under this Investment Statement.

Offer Document The combined Prospectus and Investment Statement in respect of the Offer dated 3 May 2006. 

Offi cial Cash Rate The rate displayed as the offi cial cash rate on the Reuters Monitor Screen Page RBNZ02 (or 
its successor page) at 10am each day. 

Organising Participant Forsyth Barr.

Opening Date 12 May 2006

Operating Expenses Has the meaning ascribed to that term in the Series 2006-1 Supplemental Deed.

Portfolio Adjustment The gain or loss determined by the Calculation Agent as a result of the substitution of 
entities within the Indices.

Portfolio Loss The amount of loss which is determined by the Calculation Agent, in accordance with the 
procedure contemplated by the Total Return Swap, following the occurrence of a Credit 
Event in respect of an Index Entity.

Principal Amount $1.00 per Credit SaILS.

Promoter or Calyon 
Hong Kong

Calyon Hong Kong Limited.

Protection Amount In respect of the Momentum Notes, 4.8% of the aggregate size of the Momentum Reference 
Portfolio being the point at which the fi rst dollar of Collateral is lost.

Protection Fee A fee of 0.04% per annum of the Credit Portfolio Notional Amount, debited from the 
Notional Cash Deposit prior to every Interest Payment Date and paid to the Swap 
Counterparty. 

Prospectus The prospectus which, along with the Investment Statement, constitutes the Offer Document 
in relation to the Offer dated 3 May 2006.

Record Date In relation to any payment due on a Credit SaILS:
(a) the tenth day before the date that payment is due; or
(b) if the day in (a) is not a Business Day, the preceding Business Day,
or such other date as may be agreed between the Security Trustee and the Issuer, provided 
that such date complies with the requirements of, or any waiver obtained from, NZX.

Redemption Premium The Excess Notional Cash Deposit Balance immediately after payment of the fi nal interest 
payment on the Credit SaILS.
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Register The register of Noteholders.

Registration and Paying 
Agency Agreement

The agreement between the Issuer and Link Market Services relating to the appointment of 
the Registrar and Paying Agent for Credit SaILS.

Registrar, Paying Agent 
or Link Market Services

Link Market Services Limited or any other person appointed as registrar and paying agent 
in accordance with the Trust Deed.

Saleable Index Linked 
Securities or Credit SaILS

The debt securities offered under this Investment Statement.

Scheduled Maturity Date 22 December 2012

Secured Property The assets of the Issuer which are the security for its obligations in respect of the Credit 
SaILS, including the Collateral, its rights under the Total Return Swap, the Custody 
Agreement, the Series 2006-1 Acquisition Agreement, the Registration and Paying Agency 
Agreement and any funds held by the Registrar on behalf of the Issuer.

Security Trustee New Zealand Permanent Trustees Limited or any other person appointed as Security Trustee 
in accordance with the Trust Deed.

Series 2006-1 
Acquisition Agreement

The agreement between CALYON, as seller, and the Issuer dated on or before the Issue Date 
relating to the purchase of the Momentum Notes and the repurchase of those notes by 
CALYON in certain circumstances.

Series 2006-1 
Supplemental Deed

A supplemental deed to the Trust Deed constituting the Credit SaILS.

Standard & Poor’s 
or S&P

Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. 

Strategy Unwind Event If, on a particular day, the Credit Strategy Pool is less than or equal to 1% of the Nominal 
Amount, then the Swap Counterparty may, in its sole discretion, unwind each of the Index-
Linked CDS at the prevailing market rates at the time.

Swap Counterparty CALYON as swap counterparty under the Total Return Swap.

Total Return Swap The swap agreement between the Issuer and the Swap Counterparty dated on or before the 
Issue Date under which the Issuer will pay to the Swap Counterparty the income from the 
Collateral in exchange for the Swap Counterparty paying to the Issuer amounts derived 
from the implementation of the Credit Strategy (and includes the ISDA Master Agreement). 

Transaction Documents The “Transaction Documents” as defi ned in the Series 2006-1 Supplemental Deed.

Transaction Unwind Costs The aggregated net gain or loss on any particular day which would be associated with 
the early termination of any Index-Linked CDS, including, without limitation, losses and 
costs (or gains) in respect of any payment or delivery which would be required to be made 
and any loss of bargain or cost of funding, in each case, as determined by the Calculation 
Agent. 

Trust Deed or Master 
Security Trust Deed

The Master Security Trust Deed dated 3 May 2006 between Credit Sail Limited and the 
Security Trustee and supplemented in respect of the Credit SaILS by the Series 2006-1 
Supplemental Deed.

Underwriter Forsyth Barr Group. 

US$, US Dollars and 
USD (unless otherwise 
indicated)

The lawful currency for the time being of the United States of America. 
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5.1. WHEN TO APPLY

Applications must be received by the Registrar no 
later than 5.00pm on the Closing Date. See below for 
instructions on returning Application Forms. 

The Lead Manager may close the Offer early or extend the 
Closing Date without notice. Applicants are encouraged 
to lodge their applications as soon as possible after the 
Opening Date of 12 May 2006. 

5.2. HOW TO APPLY

APPLICATION FORMS

An Application Form for Credit SaILS is included on 
page 61 of this Investment Statement. If you wish to 
invest you will need to complete an Application Form in 
accordance with the instructions on the form. 

Please call the Lead Manager (at the number listed in 
the Directory on the inside back cover) if you need 
additional copies of this Investment Statement (including 
the Application Form). 

APPLICATION MONIES PAYABLE FOR 
CREDIT SaILS

Application monies are payable in full with your 
application for Credit SaILS. 

Completed Application Forms must be accompanied 
by a cheque drawn on a registered New Zealand bank. 
Cheques must be payable to ‘Credit SaILS Offer’ and 
crossed ‘Not Transferable’ and must not be post-dated. 

RETURN OF APPLICATION FORMS

If you have received a fi rm allocation of Credit SaILS 
from the Lead Manager or any other NZX Firm, you 
must return your completed Application Form/s and 
application monies to the Lead Manager or that NZX 
Firm. To apply through the public pool you must send 
your completed Application Form to the Registrar no 
later than 5.00pm on the Closing Date. 

MINIMUM INVESTMENT

The minimum investment for Credit SaILS is $5,000. 
Applications over $5,000 must be made in multiples of 
$1,000. 

The issue price is $1.00 per Credit SaILS. 

PROCESSING OF APPLICATIONS 
AND REFUNDS

By lodging a completed Application Form you are 
making an offer to acquire Credit SaILS. That offer can 
be accepted by entry of your name in the Register as 
the Noteholder, without prior notice to you. That offer 
cannot be withdrawn or varied by you. 

Credit SaILS will be allocated at the discretion of the 
Issuer (in consultation with the Lead Manager). Broker 
fi rm allocations may be made at the discretion of the 
NZX Firm concerned, subject to the terms and conditions 
applying to that NZX Firm fi rm allocation. 

Applications, except for those under fi rm allocation, may 
be scaled back or rejected if there is excess demand. 

The Offer size is up to $100 million. The Issuer (in 
consultation with the Lead Manager and the Underwriter) 
may in its absolute discretion withdraw the Offer at any 
time. 

Application monies will be banked into a trust account 
maintained by the Registrar. Interest will be paid from 
(and including) the date application monies are paid 
into or credited to that account up to (but excluding) 
the Issue Date or the refund date (as the case may 
be) and calculated at the Offi cial Cash Rate. Interest 
and any refund will be paid to applicants within fi ve 
Business Days of the Closing Date, or the date the Offer 
is withdrawn. 

If the Issuer accepts an application in part, the balance 
of the application monies which are not accepted for the 
issue of Credit SaILS along with interest calculated in 
respect of the balance of those application monies will 
be refunded to the applicant within fi ve Business Days 
of the Closing Date. 

Interest paid on application monies received with an 
Application Form which is not accepted by the Issuer 
will be refunded to applicants along with the application 
monies received with that Application Form within fi ve 
Business Days of the Closing Date, or the date the Offer 
is withdrawn. 
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The Issuer (in consultation with the Lead Manager) 
may, at its discretion, treat any Application Form as 
valid notwithstanding that it does not comply with 
the requirements in this Investment Statement. The 
Issuer may rectify any errors in, or omissions from, 
any Application Form, including inserting or correcting 
details and fi lling in any blanks. An Application Form 
may be accepted whether or not it is received by the 
Closing Date. 

Under the Financial Transactions Reporting Act 1996 
the Issuer is required to verify the identity of applicants. 
If an applicant does not use an NZX Firm and sends a 
cheque to the Registrar which is not from the applicant’s 
account, the Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf) is 
required to verify the identity of the applicant. In the 
event of delay or failure on the part of the applicant 
in producing any information required for verifi cation 
purposes, the Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf) may 
refuse to accept any application, in which case any funds 
received will be returned to the applicant.

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING _ CAYMAN 
ISLANDS 

In order to comply with legislation or regulations aimed 
at the prevention of money laundering, the Issuer is 
required to adopt and maintain anti-money laundering 
procedures and may require applicants to provide 
evidence to verify their identity. 

The Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf) reserves the 
right to request such information as is necessary to 
verify the identity of a subscriber and the source of the 
payment of subscription monies. In the event of delay 
or failure on the part of the applicant in producing any 
information required for verifi cation purposes, the Issuer 
(or the Registrar on its behalf) may refuse to accept the 
application, in which case any funds received will be 
returned to the applicant. 

If any person resident in the Cayman Islands knows 
or suspects that another person is engaged in money 
laundering or is involved with terrorism or terrorist 
property and the information for that knowledge or 
suspicion came to their attention in the course of their 
business, the person will be required to report such belief 
or suspicion to either the Financial Reporting Authority 
of the Cayman Islands, pursuant to the Cayman Islands’ 
Proceeds of Criminal Conduct Law (2005 Revision) if the 
disclosure relates to money laundering, or to a police 
offi cer of the rank of constable or higher if the disclosure 
relates to involvement with terrorism or terrorist property, 
pursuant to the Cayman Islands’ Terrorism Law. Such 
a report shall not be treated as a breach of confi dence 
or of any restriction upon the disclosure of information 
imposed by any enactment or otherwise. 

ENQUIRIES

Applications may only be made on an Application Form 
attached to this Investment Statement. 

If you require a further copy of the Investment Statement 
(including the Application Forms) or have questions 
about making an application for Credit SaILS, you should 
contact the Lead Manager on the information line on 
0800 367 227 (Monday to Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm). 

If you are unsure of anything (including whether Credit 
SaILS are an appropriate investment for you), you 
should contact the Lead Manager (at the number or 
address listed in the Directory on the Inside Back Cover) 
or your broker, fi nancial adviser, accountant or other 
professional adviser.
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Brokers stamp

Brokers code

Completed Application Forms, together with payment of the application monies payable in respect 
of the Principal Amount of Credit SaILS applied for must be received by the Registrar, Link Market 
Services, before 5.00pm on the Closing Date. 

This Application Form must not be issued, circulated or distributed unless accompanied by the 
Investment Statement dated 3 May 2006. The Investment Statement must be read carefully before 
an application to acquire Credit SaILS is made. 

Please refer to the reverse of this Application Form for additional instructions regarding its completion 
and lodgement. 

SHAREHOLDER NUMBERS:

If you already hold shares, bonds or other securities issued by a New Zealand company or other entity that has Link Market Services as its 
registrar, please enter the shareholder number allocated to you by Link Market Services:  

If you have been issued with a Common Shareholder Number (CSN), please enter it here:  

APPLICATION DETAILS (PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK LETTERS) 

Title    First Names    Surname   

Title    First Names    Surname   

Title    First Names    Surname   

Corporate Name:  

Postal Address (including post code):     

Telephone: Home    (      )     Work    (      )    Email    
            Optional

APPLICATION AMOUNT:

Principal Amount of Credit SaILS applied for: NZ$  (Minimum of $5,000, and thereafter in multiples of $1,000) 

CHEQUES MUST BE PAYABLE TO “CREDIT SAILS OFFER” AND CROSSED “NOT TRANSFERABLE” AND SHOULD BE FOR IMMEDIATE 
VALUE. CHEQUES MUST NOT BE POST-DATED. 

PAYMENT MUST BE MADE IN NEW ZEALAND DOLLARS AND DRAWN ON A REGISTERED NEW ZEALAND BANK. 

INTEREST PAYMENTS: (Please complete only one option)

If you do not currently receive interest or dividend payments from Link Market Services or wish interest payments on Credit SaILS to be paid 
to you differently, please fi ll out one of the options below. 

 Option 1: Payment to my nominated bank account. 

 Option 2: Payment to my Cash Management Account with an NZX Firm. 

 Option 3: Pay by cheque to my postal address as stated above. 

PAYMENT DETAILS

OPTION 1 DETAILS: 

My New Zealand Bank Account Details: 

Account Name: 

Account Number:     
 Bank Branch  Account no.  Suffi x

OPTION 2 DETAILS: 
My Cash Management Account Details: 
Name of NZX Firm where Cash Management Account held:  

Cash Management Account bank account number:     
 Bank Branch Account no.  Suffi x

Cash Management Client Account Number   

IRD NUMBER:
Current IRD Number   

Are you holding a current Certifi cate of Exemption in respect of Resident Withholding Tax?   Yes   No
If Yes, please attach a copy of the Certifi cate.
If No, please tick the appropriate box that describes tax rate:   19.5%   33%   39%

DECLARATION AND SIGNING:

I/We irrevocably apply for the Principal Amount of Credit SaILS shown above on the terms and conditions set out in the Investment Statement 
and this Application Form. 

Account Holder Signature  
  
Date  

  

Account Holder Signature  
  
Date  

  

Account Holder Signature  
  
Date  
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COMPLETING THE APPLICATION FORM
Read the Investment Statement carefully before applying for Credit SaILS 
and lodging this Application Form. If you need more information request 
the Trust Deed (See Section 3.11 (“What other information can I obtain 
about this investment?”)). 

APPLICATION DETAILS

If you have a current Link Market Services shareholder number or an allocated 
Common Shareholder Number (CSN), you should enter it on the Application Form. 

Set out your full name(s), address and telephone number in the spaces provided. 
Applications must be in the name(s) of natural persons, companies or incorporated 
bodies. At least one full fi rst name and surname is required for each natural person. 
Applications in the name of a minor, trust, fund or estate, business, fi rm or partnership, 
club or other unincorporated body cannot be accepted unless they are made in the 
individual name(s) of the person(s) who is (are) legal guardian(s), Security Trustee(s), 
proprietor(s), partner(s) or offi ce bearer(s) as appropriate. A maximum of three 
applicants can apply jointly. 

APPLICATION AMOUNT

Complete the Principal Amount of Credit SaILS applied for. Please note the minimum 
application amount of $5,000, and the minimum multiples of $1,000 thereafter. 

INTEREST PAYMENTS

Please provide your bank account or cash management account details if interest 
payments are to be made by direct credit to your account. If you currently receive any 
interest or dividend payments from Link Market Services by direct credit please do not 
complete this section. 

DECLARATION AND SIGNING

This Application Form must be signed by each applicant or their agent. Companies must 
sign by authorised signatories of the company. An attorney can sign for any applicant. 
If the Application Form is signed by an agent, the agent must complete the Certifi cate 
of Agent below. If the Application Form is signed by an attorney, the attorney must 
complete the Certifi cate of Non-Revocation of Power of Attorney below. 

TERMS OF APPLICATION

• By signing (or authorising an agent or attorney to sign) this Application Form, the 
applicant offers to subscribe for Credit SaILS on the terms set out in the Investment 
Statement, the Trust Deed and this Application Form, and acknowledges that they 
have read the Investment Statement. 

• An application cannot be withdrawn or revoked by the applicant. 

• Full payment for the Credit SaILS must accompany the Application Form. Payment 
must be in New Zealand Dollars for immediate value. Cheques must be drawn on 
a registered New Zealand bank, made in favour of “Credit SaILS Offer”, crossed 
“Not Transferable” and must not be post-dated. If an applicant’s cheque does not 
subsequently clear, the Issuer reserves the right to cancel that applicant’s issue of Credit 
SaILS. Cheques will be banked immediately on receipt. The banking of application 
monies will not constitute an issue of Credit SaILS nor acceptance of an application to 
purchase Credit SaILS. 

• Applications may be forwarded to any NZX Firm, the Organising Participant or 
any other channel approved by NZX, in time to enable forwarding to the Registrar 
before 5.00pm on the Closing Date. 

• The Issuer (in consultation with the Lead Manager and the Registrar) reserves the right 
to reject any application in whole or in part without giving any reason. 

• The applicant represents that the Credit SaILS are to be purchased with funds that are 
from legitimate sources and which do not constitute the proceeds of criminal conduct. 

• The applicant acknowledges that the Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf) reserves 
the right to request such information as is necessary to verify the identity of a 
subscriber and the source of the payment of subscription monies. In the event 
of delay or failure on the part of the subscriber in producing any information 
required for verifi cation purposes, the Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf and in 
consultation with the Lead Manager) may refuse to accept the application, in which 
case any funds received will be returned to the applicant. 

• A joint application must be signed by all applicants. Only the address of the fi rst 
named of the joint applicants will be recorded by the Registrar and all distributions 
and interest payments, notices etc will be sent to that address. 

• The Offer, unless closed earlier by the Issuer, will close on the earlier of 9 June 2006 
or the date on which applications for the maximum amount of the Credit SaILS 
offered have been received and accepted. The Issuer reserves the right to vary the 
Closing Date without notice. 

• Applications which are received after the Closing Date will not be accepted unless 
the Issuer (in consultation with the Lead Manager) determines otherwise. 

• FASTER Statements for the Credit SaILS will be dispatched as soon as practicable 
after issue, but in any event no later than fi ve Business Days after the issue. 

• Expressions defi ned in the Investment Statement have the same meaning in this 
Application Form. This Application Form is governed by New Zealand law. 

• Personal information provided by you will be held by the Issuer, the Registrar or the 
Security Trustee at the addresses listed in the Directory of the Investment Statement, 
or such other place as is notifi ed upon request. This information will be used for the 
purpose of managing your investment in the Credit SaILS. Under the Privacy Act 1993, 
you have the right to access and correct any personal information held about you. 

CERTIFICATE OF NON-REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

Complete this Section if you are acting on behalf of someone for whom you hold a power of attorney. 

I, (NAME OF ATTORNEY) 

of (ADDRESS) 

(OCCUPATION) 

CERTIFY: 

1. That by a Power of Attorney dated  (the “Power of Attorney”) 

NAME AND OCCUPATION OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE SIGNING

of (ADDRESS OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE SIGNING)  
 appointed me his/her/its Attorney on the terms and conditions set out in the Power of Attorney. 
2. That I have executed the application for Credit SaILS printed on the face of this form as Attorney under the Power of Attorney and pursuant to the powers it confers on me. 
3. That at the date of this certifi cate I have not received any notice or information of the revocation of the Power of Attorney by death or liquidation of the donor or otherwise. 

Signed at (ADDRESS)  on (DATE) 

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY 

CERTIFICATE OF AGENT

Complete this Section if you are the agent of the applicant. 

I, (NAME OF AGENT) 

of (ADDRESS)

OCCUPATION 

CERTIFY: 

1. That (NAME OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE AGENT)  

of (OCCUPATION OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE AGENT) 

ADDRESS OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE AGENT 

 (the “Donor”) appointed me his/her/its agent for the purposes of signing this Application Form. 
2. That I have executed the application for Credit SaILS printed on the face of this form as the Donor‘s Agent. 
3. That at the date of this certifi cate I have not received any notice or information of the revocation of my powers as agent by death or liquidation of the donor or otherwise. 

Signed at (ADDRESS)  on (DATE) 

SIGNATURE OF AGENT 
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Brokers stamp

Brokers code

Completed Application Forms, together with payment of the application monies payable in respect 
of the Principal Amount of Credit SaILS applied for must be received by the Registrar, Link Market 
Services, before 5.00pm on the Closing Date. 

This Application Form must not be issued, circulated or distributed unless accompanied by the 
Investment Statement dated 3 May 2006. The Investment Statement must be read carefully before 
an application to acquire Credit SaILS is made. 

Please refer to the reverse of this Application Form for additional instructions regarding its completion 
and lodgement. 

SHAREHOLDER NUMBERS:

If you already hold shares, bonds or other securities issued by a New Zealand company or other entity that has Link Market Services as its 
registrar, please enter the shareholder number allocated to you by Link Market Services:  

If you have been issued with a Common Shareholder Number (CSN), please enter it here:   

APPLICATION DETAILS (PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK LETTERS)  

Title    First Names    Surname   

Title    First Names    Surname   

Title    First Names    Surname   

Corporate Name:  

Postal Address (including post code):     

Telephone: Home    (      )     Work    (      )    Email    
            Optional

APPLICATION AMOUNT:

Principal Amount of Credit SaILS applied for: NZ$  (Minimum of $5,000, and thereafter in multiples of $1,000) 

CHEQUES MUST BE PAYABLE TO “CREDIT SAILS OFFER” AND CROSSED “NOT TRANSFERABLE” AND SHOULD BE FOR IMMEDIATE 
VALUE. CHEQUES MUST NOT BE POST-DATED. 

PAYMENT MUST BE MADE IN NEW ZEALAND DOLLARS AND DRAWN ON A REGISTERED NEW ZEALAND BANK. 

INTEREST PAYMENTS: (Please complete only one option)

If you do not currently receive interest or dividend payments from Link Market Services or wish interest payments on Credit SaILS to be paid 
to you differently, please fi ll out one of the options below. 

 Option 1: Payment to my nominated bank account. 

 Option 2: Payment to my Cash Management Account with an NZX Firm. 

 Option 3: Pay by cheque to my postal address as stated above. 

PAYMENT DETAILS

OPTION 1 DETAILS: 

My New Zealand Bank Account Details: 

Account Name: 

Account Number:     
 Bank Branch  Account no.  Suffi x

OPTION 2 DETAILS: 
My Cash Management Account Details: 
Name of NZX Firm where Cash Management Account held:  

Cash Management Account bank account number:     
 Bank Branch Account no.  Suffi x

Cash Management Client Account Number   

IRD NUMBER:
Current IRD Number   

Are you holding a current Certifi cate of Exemption in respect of Resident Withholding Tax?   Yes   No
If Yes, please attach a copy of the Certifi cate.
If No, please tick the appropriate box that describes tax rate:   19.5%   33%   39%

DECLARATION AND SIGNING:

I/We irrevocably apply for the Principal Amount of Credit SaILS shown above on the terms and conditions set out in the Investment Statement 
and this Application Form. 

Account Holder Signature  
  
Date  

  

Account Holder Signature  
  
Date  

  

Account Holder Signature  
  
Date  
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COMPLETING THE APPLICATION FORM
Read the Investment Statement carefully before applying for Credit SaILS 
and lodging this Application Form. If you need more information request 
the Trust Deed (See Section 3.11 (“What other information can I obtain 
about this investment?”)). 

APPLICATION DETAILS

If you have a current Link Market Services shareholder number or an allocated 
Common Shareholder Number (CSN), you should enter it on the Application Form. 

Set out your full name(s), address and telephone number in the spaces provided. 
Applications must be in the name(s) of natural persons, companies or incorporated 
bodies. At least one full fi rst name and surname is required for each natural person. 
Applications in the name of a minor, trust, fund or estate, business, fi rm or partnership, 
club or other unincorporated body cannot be accepted unless they are made in the 
individual name(s) of the person(s) who is (are) legal guardian(s), Security Trustee(s), 
proprietor(s), partner(s) or offi ce bearer(s) as appropriate. A maximum of three 
applicants can apply jointly. 

APPLICATION AMOUNT

Complete the Principal Amount of Credit SaILS applied for. Please note the minimum 
application amount of $5,000, and the minimum multiples of $1,000 thereafter. 

INTEREST PAYMENTS

Please provide your bank account or cash management account details if interest 
payments are to be made by direct credit to your account. If you currently receive any 
interest or dividend payments from Link Market Services by direct credit please do not 
complete this section. 

DECLARATION AND SIGNING

This Application Form must be signed by each applicant or their agent. Companies must 
sign by authorised signatories of the company. An attorney can sign for any applicant. 
If the Application Form is signed by an agent, the agent must complete the Certifi cate 
of Agent below. If the Application Form is signed by an attorney, the attorney must 
complete the Certifi cate of Non-Revocation of Power of Attorney below. 

TERMS OF APPLICATION

• By signing (or authorising an agent or attorney to sign) this Application Form, the 
applicant offers to subscribe for Credit SaILS on the terms set out in the Investment 
Statement, the Trust Deed and this Application Form, and acknowledges that they 
have read the Investment Statement. 

• An application cannot be withdrawn or revoked by the applicant. 

• Full payment for the Credit SaILS must accompany the Application Form. Payment 
must be in New Zealand Dollars for immediate value. Cheques must be drawn on 
a registered New Zealand bank, made in favour of “Credit SaILS Offer”, crossed 
“Not Transferable” and must not be post-dated. If an applicant’s cheque does not 
subsequently clear, the Issuer reserves the right to cancel that applicant’s issue of Credit 
SaILS. Cheques will be banked immediately on receipt. The banking of application 
monies will not constitute an issue of Credit SaILS nor acceptance of an application to 
purchase Credit SaILS. 

• Applications may be forwarded to any NZX Firm, the Organising Participant or 
any other channel approved by NZX, in time to enable forwarding to the Registrar 
before 5.00pm on the Closing Date. 

• The Issuer (in consultation with the Lead Manager and the Registrar) reserves the right 
to reject any application in whole or in part without giving any reason. 

• The applicant represents that the Credit SaILS are to be purchased with funds that are 
from legitimate sources and which do not constitute the proceeds of criminal conduct. 

• The applicant acknowledges that the Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf) reserves 
the right to request such information as is necessary to verify the identity of a 
subscriber and the source of the payment of subscription monies. In the event 
of delay or failure on the part of the subscriber in producing any information 
required for verifi cation purposes, the Issuer (or the Registrar on its behalf and in 
consultation with the Lead Manager) may refuse to accept the application, in which 
case any funds received will be returned to the applicant. 

• A joint application must be signed by all applicants. Only the address of the fi rst 
named of the joint applicants will be recorded by the Registrar and all distributions 
and interest payments, notices etc will be sent to that address. 

• The Offer, unless closed earlier by the Issuer, will close on the earlier of 9 June 2006 
or the date on which applications for the maximum amount of the Credit SaILS 
offered have been received and accepted. The Issuer reserves the right to vary the 
Closing Date without notice. 

• Applications which are received after the Closing Date will not be accepted unless 
the Issuer (in consultation with the Lead Manager) determines otherwise. 

• FASTER Statements for the Credit SaILS will be dispatched as soon as practicable 
after issue, but in any event no later than fi ve Business Days after the issue. 

• Expressions defi ned in the Investment Statement have the same meaning in this 
Application Form. This Application Form is governed by New Zealand law. 

• Personal information provided by you will be held by the Issuer, the Registrar or the 
Security Trustee at the addresses listed in the Directory of the Investment Statement, 
or such other place as is notifi ed upon request. This information will be used for the 
purpose of managing your investment in the Credit SaILS. Under the Privacy Act 1993, 
you have the right to access and correct any personal information held about you. 

CERTIFICATE OF NON-REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

Complete this Section if you are acting on behalf of someone for whom you hold a power of attorney. 

I, (NAME OF ATTORNEY) 

of (ADDRESS) 

(OCCUPATION) 

CERTIFY: 

1. That by a Power of Attorney dated  (the “Power of Attorney”) 

NAME AND OCCUPATION OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE SIGNING

of (ADDRESS OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE SIGNING)  
 appointed me his/her/its Attorney on the terms and conditions set out in the Power of Attorney. 
2. That I have executed the application for Credit SaILS printed on the face of this form as Attorney under the Power of Attorney and pursuant to the powers it confers on me. 
3. That at the date of this certifi cate I have not received any notice or information of the revocation of the Power of Attorney by death or liquidation of the donor or otherwise. 

Signed at (ADDRESS)  on (DATE) 

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY 

CERTIFICATE OF AGENT

Complete this Section if you are the agent of the applicant. 

I, (NAME OF AGENT) 

of (ADDRESS)

OCCUPATION 

CERTIFY: 

1. That (NAME OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE AGENT)  

of (OCCUPATION OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE AGENT) 

ADDRESS OF PERSON FOR WHOM YOU ARE AGENT 

 (the “Donor”) appointed me his/her/its agent for the purposes of signing this Application Form. 
2. That I have executed the application for Credit SaILS printed on the face of this form as the Donor‘s Agent. 
3. That at the date of this certifi cate I have not received any notice or information of the revocation of my powers as agent by death or liquidation of the donor or otherwise. 

Signed at (ADDRESS)  on (DATE) 

SIGNATURE OF AGENT 



REGISTERED OFFICE OF CREDIT SAIL LIMITED

Credit Sail Limited 
C/- Maples Finance Limited

Queensgate House
PO Box 1093GT

South Church Street
George Town

Grand Cayman
Cayman Islands 

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IN NEW ZEALAND: 

Credit Sail Limited
C/- Chapman Tripp
Optimation House
1-13 Grey Street

Wellington
New Zealand 

DIRECTORS OF CREDIT SAIL LIMITED 

Colin Andrew Borman (BEng (Hons), 
Member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of 

England and Wales) Senior Vice President, 
Maples Finance Jersey Limited, Jersey, Channel Islands 

Mark Wanless (BSc (Hons), 
Member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
England and Wales) Vice President, Maples Finance 

Jersey Limited, Jersey, Channel Islands 

(The directors can be contacted at Credit Sail Limited, or 
at the address of the Administrator listed below). 

PROMOTERS 

(INCLUDING THE DIRECTORS OF THE PROMOTER)

Calyon Hong Kong Limited
27/F, Two Pacifi c Place

88 Queensway, Hong Kong
or:

C/- Chapman Tripp
Optimation House
1-13 Grey Street

Wellington, New Zealand  

LEAD MANAGER AND ORGANISING PARTICIPANT

Forsyth Barr Limited
Forsyth Barr House

The Octagon
Private Bag 1999

Dunedin
New Zealand

0800 367 227 

UNDERWRITER

Forsyth Barr Group Limited
Forsyth Barr House

The Octagon
Private Bag 1999

Dunedin
New Zealand

0800 367 227

ADMINISTRATOR

Maples Finance Jersey Limited
Le Masurier House
La Rue Le Masurier
St Helier
Jersey JE2 4YE
Channel Islands  

SECURITY TRUSTEE 

New Zealand Permanent Trustees Limited
141 Willis Street
PO Box 5067
Wellington
New Zealand
04 978 4529 

REGISTRAR AND PAYING AGENT

Link Market Services Limited
138 Tancred Street
Ashburton
New Zealand
0800 377 388

LEGAL ADVISERS TO THE ISSUER, THE PROMOTER, 

THE LEAD MANAGER AND ORGANISING PARTICIPANT

Chapman Tripp
1-13 Grey Street
PO Box 993
Wellington 
New Zealand

CAYMAN ISLANDS LEGAL ADVISERS TO THE ISSUER

Maples and Calder
7 Princes Street
London  EC2R 8AQ
United Kingdom 

LEGAL ADVISERS TO THE SECURITY TRUSTEE

Simpson Grierson
HSBC Tower
195 Lambton Quay
PO Box 2402
Wellington 
New Zealand

AUDITOR

BDO Spicers
BDO House
99-105 Customhouse Quay
Wellington
New Zealand

ARRANGER

CALYON
9 quai du President Paul Doumer
92920 Paris La Defense Cedex
Paris
France

DIRECTORY 




